
Introduction

I

On a visit to Beirut during the terrible civil war of 1975-1976
a French journalist wrote regretfully of the gutted downtown area
that "it had once seemed to belong to . . . the Orient of Chateau
briand and Nerval."l He was right about the place, of course,
especially so far as a European was concerned. The Orient was
almost a European invention, and had been since antiquity a place
of romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and landscapes, re
markable experiences. Now it was disappearing; in a sense it had
happened, its time was over. Perhaps it seemed irrelevant that
Orientals themselves had something at stake in the process, that
even in the time of Chateaubriand and Nerval Orientals had lived
there, and that now it was they who were suffering; the main thing
for the European visitor was a European representation of the
Orient and its contemporary fate, both of which had a privileged
communal significance for the journalist and his French readers.

Americans will not feel quite the same about the Orient, which
-for them is much more likely to be associated very differently with
the Far East (China and Japan, mainly). Unlike the Americans,
the French and the British-less so the Germans, Russians, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italians, and Swiss-have had a long tradition of what
I shall be calling Orientalism, a way of coming to terms with the
Orient that is based on the Orient's special place in European
Western experience. The Orient is not only adjacent to Europe; it
is also the place of Europe's greatest and richest and oldest colonies,
the source of its civilizations and languages, its cultural contestant,
and one of its deepest and most recurring images of the Other.
In addition, the Orient has helped to define Europe (or the West)
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as. its c?ntr~sting image, idea, personality, experience. Yet none of
this Onent IS me~ely ~~~gi~ative. The Orient is an integral part of
European matenal clvlhzatIOn and culture. Orientalism expresses
and ~epresents ~hat part culturally and even ideologically as a mode
?f discourse w.lth supporting institutions, vocabulary, scholarship,
Imagery, doctnnes, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial styles.
In contrast, the American understanding of the Orient will seem
consid~rably less dense, although our recent Japanese, Korean, and
Indochmese adventures ought now to be creating a more sober
more ~ea1istic.".Oriental" awareness. Moreover, the vastly expanded
Amencan polItical and economic role in the Near East (the Middle
East) ~akes great claims on our understanding of that Orient.

It wIll be clear to the reader (and will become clearer still
t?roughou~ the many pages that follow) that Py Qrientalism I mean
several th~ngs, all of them, in my opinion, interdependent. The
most readIly accepted designation for Orientalism is an academic
?ne, and ind,eecLth<:: labeLstill.~~rvesin a number of academic

Clc!l"S,!-i1Y1!Q11~...iAn~one ~ho teaches,wdtes a6"o~C-or researches th~ .!.I l~\

J

On~nt~and. this. applIes ~hether the person IS an anthropologist, 'I D.!'.\}~/
• SOCIOlogist, hl~tonan, ?r phl!ologist-either in its specific or its gen-I

d .er..al as..!?-~c:ts,ls"an~nenll!!~~~L<lg4",wl1"atll~_o.r she_.,does i~ien- \,
l!~hsm.!,Compared With Onental studies or area studies;lt is true

that the t.e~ Orientalism is less preferred by specialists today, both
b~cause It IS too vague and general and because it connotes the
hlgh-~anded executive attitude of nineteenth-century and early
tw~ntIeth-century European colonialism. Nevertheless books are
w~ltten and congresses held with "the Orient" as their main focus
With th~ O~ientalist in ~is.new or old guise as their main authority:
The pomt IS that even If It does not survive as it once did Orien
talism !ives on academically through its doctrines and thes~s about
the Onent and the Oriental.
. Related .to. thi~ academic tradition, whose fortunes, transmigra-
tl~ns, specI~hzatIOns, and transmissions are in part the s~ of
"~hls-st]JQJ'1J~!l:.tE:~r.~ general mean}g,g for Orien.!l!lism.JOiientalism-~:\

( ",.a.stYI.e of th..ou.g.h.t .. '61.ase.Xf.... ·.u..-..p.o.. D.-..-..-a.-.".n.. ont.of.o·.g...·.l.c.a.Tand e.p.is.t...e..m.. Ol.og..I·...C..a.I. I \).;
" dIStI~ctIO~, ma~e bet\\'e~n"theOri~I!e and (most of the time) "the '-,

.OC<:;J9<::l1t.:(Thus ~ very large mass of writers, among whom' a'r~'
po~ts, nove!l~ts, philosophers, political theorists, economists, and im
penal admmlstrators, ~cepted the basic distinctioILbfiween
East::md \yest as_!~~.star!iI1g'p()i!1Lf()r.elaE.<:>!..ate~.Qri~, epics,
novels, social descnptlOns, and political accounts concerning the
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\,Orient, its people, customs, "mind," destiny, and so on. This Orien
talism can accommodate Aeschylus, say, and Victor Hugo, Dante
and Karl Marx. A little later in this introduction I shall deal with
the methodological problems one encounters in so broadly con-

strued a "field" as this.
The interchange between the academic and the more or .less

imaginative meanings of Orientalism is a constant ?ne, and slll~e
the late eighteenth century there has been a considerable, qUIte
disciplined-perhaps even regulated-traffic betwe.en t?e two. H~re
I come to the third meaning of Orientalism, which IS somethIng
mo!:.e__Eist'<:>~~<lI!Y_~g<:lIlJ,<l~~riallydefined than either of the other
.two. Taking the late eighteenth century as a very roughly defined
starting point Orientalism can be discussed, ~nd analy~ed a~ th~
corporate institution for dealing with ~h.e Or~ent-de.alIng w~t~ It
by making statements about it, ~uthonzIn? v~ews of It, d~scnb.Ing
it, by teaching it, settling it, rulIng over It: I~ short, One~tahsm I

,_ as a Western style for dominati~~;.!.t':glJl<::tll.ngg, .lind haYing .. aU
- J

{:v\thorit)'--over-"the"Orfell!~-rliave found it useful ~ere to e~pl~y
"'1 MiC1ie1 'IloucauTt's-not[oii' of a discourse, as descnbed by him m

<;~t 1 The Archaeology of Knowledge a~d ~ Disciplin,e and Punis~,. to
I identify Orientalism. ~1_:~~,t~~t!5lE:,.20E~t-:".!VltQg~!,~?,aIg!!lmg
.~ Orientalism as a discourse <?E-~.5:~~~.C>!,,,P2§,§lb!y,,".'!~cle.t:~!~!12- the
-en6ffil6USIVsvstematic"arSclpline ~_hic_~_~~£o.P~Iin.-,c:.!:1!!!:!~-~~s,
~~~ ,.__::;.l_J_._~. -----------..-.-. h O· t l'fcallv SOCIO- .•.

able to manage=and evenproduce=t: rle~ PC) I?,.~l.,,",;.•".... -::

"logically, militarily: "ideolo~i~ally,~CientificaIlX, and~p~g~.I}"~.!!Y~Y'
duriIIg the., p()s!~E:~I~ghtenrnent ..pt':n9g....~9reover, so a~~honta~lVe
a posItion "did Orientalism have that I beheve ~o one wr~tIng, thInk
ing, or acting on the Orient could do so WIthout takin~ acc~unt
of the limitations on thought and action imposed by On~ntahsm.
In brief, because of Orientalism the Orien~~!E_~~_~~-
freesubjeClO1'~not to say tha~ Onentahsm
'uIll1ateraIfY--detemunes wfiat can be said about the Onent, but that
it is the whole network of interests inevitably brought to bear ?n
(and therefore always involved in) any occasion when t~atpecuh~r
entity "the Orient" is in question. How this happens IS what thiS
book tries to demonstrate. It also tries to show that Europ~an
culture gained in strength and identity by setting itself off agaInst
the Orient as a sort of surrogate and even underground self.

Historically and culturally there is a quan~i~ati~e as well as .a
qualitative difference between .the Franco-~ntIsh Illvolvement III

the Orient and-until the penod of Amencan ascendancy after
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World War II-the involvement of every other European and At
lantic power, T(),S.El':~k,QfQIientilUsm .therefore iU~.~-Is,JmtiQ.ly,

although not exclusivelx:_oL~.J~rHi§!L.9Jld ..Erench"c.ultural~nter
prise, a project whose dimensions take in such disparate realms
as the imagination itself, the whole of India and the Levant, the
Biblical texts and the Biblical lands, the spice trade, colonial armies
and a long tradition of colonial administrators, a formidable schol
arly corpus, innumerable Oriental "experts" and "hands," an Orien
tal professorate, a complex array of "Oriental" ideas (Oriental
despotism, Oriental splendor, cruelty, sensuality), many Eastern
sects, philosophies, and wisdoms domesticated for local European
use-the list can be extended more or less indefinitely, My point
is that Orientalism~.~rivesJrQma particular closeness experienced
between Britain and France a,mI. the Orient, which until the early
nineteenth century had wllIy meant only India and the Bible lands,

rtr()!1?:.!~l':£e~il1llil1g<?L,~~!__!lill5:!~~l1t~.c~l1ttlry.ul1til .. the end of
\ ~orld,.'rYilr II Fr~nce .and. Britain dominated the Orient, and"
! Orientalislll i si'iice'-World War II America has dominatedthe
L521."i~ni,~n~.~ppr().aches it asFrance and Britain once did. Out of

that closeness, whose dynamic is enormously productive even if it
always demonstrates the comparatively greater strength of the Occi
dent (British, French, or American), comes the large body of texts
I calI Orientalist.

It should be said at once that even with the generous number
of books and authors that I examine, there is a--much larger number
that I simply have had to leave out. My argument, however, de
pends neither upon an exhaustive catalogue of texts dealing with
the Orient nor upon a clearly delimited set of, texts, authors, and
ideas that together make up the Orientalist canon:'] have depended
instead upon a different methodological alternative-whose back
bone in a sense is the set of historical generalizations I have so far
been making in this Introduction-and it is these I want now to
discuss in more analytical detail,

II
I have begun with the assumption that the Orient is not an inert

fact of nature, It is not merely there, just as the Occident itself
is not just there either, We must take seriously Vico's great obser-

, . t' ... . 'a'··k·····e·t···h'eir. 0.wn.·liisfory', that what they can know
t10n that men m ,..' h b th geova _.-_.... - . . d extend it to geograp y: as 0 -

is what they have ma~e, ~ to say nothing of historical entities
graphical and cultura ent! 1es- "Or1'ent" and "Occi-

, phical sectors as
-such locales, regIOns, geogra h as the West itself the
dent" are ma~-made, Therefo~~ t

as m:~d a tradition of tho~ght,
Orient is an Idea ~~\h~~a~ h~~:~ven it reality and presence in
imagery, and voca a y h'cal entities thus support and to
and for the West. The two geograp 1

an extent reflect each other, t state a number of reasonable
Having said that, one must go ,~n 0 Id be wrong to conclude that

qualifications, In the fir~t place, ~dwouor a creation with no cor
the Orient was essentwlly ~n 1I~a, 'd in his novel Tancred that
responding reality, When D1S::~ 1t~:: to be interested in the East
the Eas~~a,s._~.C.~~J<L,he me ould find to be an all-

"was-so~ething ?ri~ht youn
Yd
:~:t~:n::e;reted as saying that the

consummg passIOn, he shou W t s There were-and are-
I areer for es erner , ,

East was on Y a Cit' . l'n the East and their lIves,
d r hose oca Ion IS ,

cultur~s an na IOns w brute reality obviously greater than
histor~es, and customs hav~ aabout them in the West. About that
anythmg that cou~ ~e s~~d has very little to contribute, except
fact this study o~ n~nt Ism he henomenon of Orientalism as
to ackn?wledge It tac~tIy: But t ot~ith a correspol1de,n(;e~.e,!:y.e,e,I1,,7
I study It here deals 'pnnc1pall~'~"'h":' tm~1 consistency of Orien-'
Orientalism and Or,le"l1t, but WIt ~ e III e r) despite
-~---'_';-",. " b t th Onent (the East as caree
talism and Its Ideas a ou elk thereof with a "real"

Pondence or ac ,
or beyond an~ c?rres D' I?' tatement about the East refers
0 , t My pomt IS that 1srae 1s s , f

nen , 'that regular constellatIOn 0
mainly to that crea~ed con~lsten~,Y' t the Orient, and not to its
ideas as the pre-emment thmg a ou. '

, W II Stevens's phrase has It,
mere bemg, as .a a~e , h t 'd as cultures and histories cannot

d qualIficatIOn IS tal e , '
A secon studied without their force, or more

seriously be understood ,or f also being studied, To be-

Precisely their configuratIOns 0 power, I all it "Orientalized"
h O · t as created-or, as c, Of

lieve that t~nen w ~happen simply as a necessity 0
-and to believe that such ~ ,mgs The relationship between

, ' ' 't be dlSlngenuous,
the 1magmatIOn, IS 0 I' h' f power of domination, of, d Or1'ent is a re atIOns In 0 , ~' "" I
OccIdent an <----.--<-'~"-~~-""-,!:---<--..J"::--q'ulte accurate y------'----_·"""'1 lex hegemony, anu IS
varying d~grees? a c~~ P nikkar's classic Asia and Western
indicated m the tItle of ' ' aa, tal'zed not only because it was

v.0minancdet,2 Tbhee"g~::~~a;,a~n ~;e~ho:e ways considered common
d1scovere 0



place by an average nineteenth-century European, t>JtL{l!~9P~~":l;I~"~

,it COUI(L~e.~tl1at is, submitted to being___._',ladi? ()Eiel1!":~' There is
verflittle consent to be found, for example, in the fact that Flau
bert's encounter withanggyptian~(?llrt~~an,produced a widely in
fluential model of the Oriental woman; she neverspoke of~erself,

she never represented her emotions, presence, or hIstory, Hesp()~e
to,E,and ~~P~~SYl!.!~(Lhy£, Re was .. foreign, cOll1l:'<il3tiyely, ~e,<ll!by,
male, and these were historical facts of domination that allowed
him: not only to possess Kuchuk Ranem physically Jmt to speak
for her and tell his readers in what waysl1e,~<l~"!yp~~al!YC?r?~ntal."
My argument is that Flaubert's situation of strength in relation to
Kuchuk Ranem was not an isolated instance, It fairly stands for
the pattern of relative strength between East and West, and the
discourse about the Orient that it enabled,

This brings us to a third qualification, One ought never to assume
that the structure of Orientalism is nothing more than a structure
of lies or of myths which, were the truth about them to be told,
would simply blow away. I myself believe that Orientalism is more
particularly valuable as a sign of European-Atlantic power over
the Orient than it is as a veridic discourse about the Orient (which
is what, in its academic or scholarly form, it claims to be). Never
theless, what we must respect and try to grasp is the sheer knitted
together strength of Orientalist discourse, its very close ties to the
enabling socio-economic and political institutions, and its redoubt
able durability, After all, any system of ideas that can remain
unchanged as teachable wisdom (in academies, books, congresses,
universities, foreign-service institutes) from the period of Ernest
Renan in the late 1840s until the present in the United States must
be something more formidable than a mere collection of lies.
Orientalism, therefore, is not an airy European fantasy about the
Orient, but a created body of theory and practice in which, for
many generations, there has been a considerable material invest
ment Continued investment made Orientalism, as a system of
kIiowiedge about the Orient, an accepted grid for filtering through
the Orient into Western consciousness, just as that same investment
multiplied-indeed, made truly productive-the statements prolif
erating out from Orientalism into the general culture,

Gramsci has made the useful analytic distinction between civil
and political society in which the former is made up of voluntary
(or at least rational and noncoercive) affiliations like schools,
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, ' 'he latter of state institutions (the a~my,. the
famIhes, and UnIons, t ) h e role in the polity IS dIrect ?
police, the central bureaucracy v: ~s be found oner,!,!!g~i!hm p~ 41

, t' n Culture of course, ~---~.- d f
domma 10 . -- 'h' fl -nee of ideas of institutions, an 0
civil society, where t e m ue h d 'nati~n but by what Gramsci

"':"otI1ef persons works not throug om~, h n certain cultural
;'="~'""l")1 any society not totahtanan, t e , ,

calls~~~~~~> ,n thers J'ust as certain ideas are more m
forms predommate over 0 , ,...... "'1 I dershin .is what

, h' the form of thIS :clllturat:;i!c .. ,.r:;.
fluentlal than ot ers, I"'"'''''''""''' ,•.• ' ... d" .' 'pensable concept for

'd 'fi d 'hegemony ~n m ISGramsci has 1 entl e as:" ... :.."!.:' , ' I West It is.----.---'-'0.'-.' "{'cultural hfe m the mdustna _"Ce,'
any understandmg 0 h lt of cu.l...t.ural hegem.onyat wgr~1that
h ony or rather t e resu . " ,.,," ,,' b ak
_.~_ge,~,~.,.., ."",' . " ""',' and the strength I have een spe 

'....' s... ,O...ne.nt.a.. h,..sm. the durabIlity"",., .. ,.",.,.,.,.,,,. """h' DRay
~.!ve~" ,...eo • ""'rlenfallsm is never far from w at ,e~ys" "
Illg about so f~r. 0 f E pe 3 a collective notion identIfymg us
has called the Idea 0 uro

h
,,, Europeans and indeed it can, t 11 "t ose non- ,

Europeans as agams a t in European culture is pre-
be argued that the major combonen , both in and outside Eu-

cisel~'~h'?~~m~~e~~~p~~~1d:nt~~:0:~~perlorone in(;?~p~rid~od"'~
rope ,\~. e 1 ea. eo les and cultures.)There IS III a 1-
w.. it..h,all the non-Europeanp, ,p, '. ·d·,'.··,·, '.',.' ·b.· t th.,.e Orient, themselves.,,, .. 'h' n of European 1 cas. a.,ou , .' . .. . ' ".,."
tlOn the ege1l!oy' ...,.,....;, 0.' tal, ,backwardness, usu-" .' .. IOnty over nenreiterating Europeall su~e~, , , de endent, or more

-~",~ .",...... ,. . 'd' the possIbIhty that a more III p
ally overrI Illg h d d'fferent views on the matter,
skeptical, .thinker might ha~rie~tali~m depends for its strateg~ on

In a qUIte constant way, " h' h ts the Westerner III a
this flexible positional supenont~, w I\h~~e Orient without ever
whole series of possible relations dIpsAwId hy should it have been

, ' h I r ve upper han. n w
losmg hIm t e r~ aI, h ' d of extraordinary European
otherwise, espeCIally dunng t ~ peno t the present? The scientist,

f th late RenaIssance 0 , '
ascendancy rom e r or the soldier was Ill, or
the scholar, the missionary, the trade , there or could think

b th Orient because he coul411J!. ...., ..~.', ..~-"_.-
thought a out, e, ' the Orient's part. Under the
about it, wit~ very htde rfs~stanc:t~~' Orient, and within the um
general headmg of knowe ge 0 h Or'ent during the period from
brella of Wester~ hegemony over t ~ elemerged a complex Orient
the end of the eIghteenth century, t fer d' lay in the museum, for
suitable for study in the ac~dem~, o~ IS~eoretical illustration in
reconstruction in the colomal 0 ,c~, or , I and historical theses

, b' 1 ' I lingUIstIc raCIa,
anthropologIcal, 10 ogIca , , f' , tances of economic and
about mankind and the umverse, or IllS 1 tion cultural person-
sociological theories of development, revo u ,
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historian. Mypointhere is that "Russia" ~s ~g~l1er.a:LsI!Qj~£Lfuill!i{r.
has politi~~~'£~i§~ny\ over nicer dis~inctions such as "economics" ~~:;(, iiif
and "literary history," because ~Slli!I~3:Lsosie!yj!1Qm,m§'Qi:s..se.nse{j)~ld'
reaches into such realms of civil society as the academy and
saturates them with significance of direct concern to it.

I do not want to press all this any further on general theoretical
grounds: it seems to me that the value and credibility of my case
can be demonstrated by being much more specific, in the way, for
example, ~am Chomsky has studied~umental connecllim
~etwe~.n~pa~ W~_~!1~...!.he).!.otion of,.9bjective scholarshi~
as it was applied to cover state-sponsored military research.

6

Now
because Britain, France, and recently the United States are imperial
powers, their political societies impart to their civil societies a sen~
?!_~!~, a direct political infusion_as it w~e, where and when-
ever matters pertaining to their imperial interests abroad are
concerned. I doubt that it is controversial, for example, to say that
an Englishman in India or Egypt in the later nineteenth century
took an interest in those countries that was never far from their
status in his mind as British colonies. To say this may seem quite
different from saying that all academic knowledge about India and
Egypt is somehow tinged and impressed with, violated by, the
gross political fact-and yet that is what I am saying in this study
of Orientalism. For if it is true that ~~uction of knowled~
int!!~ hu.man ~ences ca!3~~~E...~....£!.. disclaim its .~.:: ),,'
involvement as a human subject in his own circumstances, then it
must also be true that for a European or American studying the
Orient there can be no disclaiming the main circumstances of his
actuality: that he comes up against the Orient as a European or
American first, as an individual second. And to be a European or
an American in such a situation is by no means an inert fact. It
meant and means being aware, however dimly, that one belongs
to a power with definite interests in the Orient, and more important,
that one belongs to a part of the earth with a definite history of in
volvement in the Orient almost since the time of Homer.

Put in this way, these political actualities are still too undefined
and general to be really interesting. Anyone would agree to them
without necessarily agreeing also that they mattered very much, for
instance, to Flaubert as he wrote SalammbO, or to H. A. R. Gibb as
he wrote Modern Trends in Islam. The trouble is that there is too
great a distance between the big dominating fact, as I have de-
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produced in the contemporary West (a d
the United States) is that it be no n ~~re I speak ~ainly about
academic, impartial above f npolItlcal, that IS, scholarly
belief. One can hav; no quar~~r~~~~ s~~hs:all-mi~~ed . doctrinal
perhaps, but in practice the reality is much n ambitIOn III t~eory,
one has ever devised a method f d . more problematic. No
circumstances of life, from the f~~t ::a~~I~g the scholar from th-e
or unconscious) with a class a set f b r Illvolvem.ent (conscious
from the mere actIvity of b. 0 e lefs, a social position, or
continue to bear on wh t :m~ a member of a society. These
naturally enough his rese: h e dO~s pr~fessionally, even though
I I rc an ItS frUIts do att
eve of relative freedom from the' h'b' . empt to reach a

of brute, everyday reality For th Ill. I ItIons and the restrictions
th . . ere IS such a th'
_ at IS less, rather than more, partial th th' I~~ as knowledge
entanglinLand distracting lif' an e mdlVIdual (with his
Y t thO rt_ - • e circumstances) wh d

e Ist.Knowledge is not therefore at' 0 pro uces it.Wh h : u omatIcally nonp rf I
et er discussions of literatu . 0, I Ica .

fraught with-or have unmediated~ or ,~f cla~sl~al philology are
large question that I h . d polItical slgmficance is a very

ave we to treat in d'
What I am interested in d . . some etail elsewhere.

5

l"b I OlJ1g now IS suggesting h h
I era consensus that "t "k I . ow ~ e general

political (and conversely ~~at ~owledge ,I~ fundamentally non
"true" knowledge) ob' hO\ ert. y polItIcal knowledge is not

r . scures t e highly if obs I
po ItIcal circumstances obtaining when k cure.y organized
No one is helped in understandin t' !Jowledge IS produced.
"political" is used as a lab I t d~ hldS, today when the adjective
. leo Iscre It any k f d .

VIO ate the protocol of pretended su . . wor or anng to
say, first, that civil society recogn.prapOlItICal ~bjectivity. We may
portance in -the various fi ld f k

lzes
a gradatIOn of political im-r . . e s 0 nowledge To

po Itlcal Importance given a field . some extent the
direct translation into ec . comes from the possibility of itsr . onollllC terms' but t
po ItIcal importance comes frolll th I' 0 a greater extent
able sources of power in p l't'e I e c.oseness of a field to ascertain-

f I
0 I 1 a society Thus a .

o ong-term Soviet ener oten . . . n economic study
capability is likely to be c;~Jssio~~~ band ItS effect on military
and thereafter to ac uire a . . ~ the Defense Department,
study of Tolstoi's e~rlY fi ~Ind fiOf pol~tlc.al status impossible for a
Yet both works belon . c IOn ~~nced .III part by a foundation.
similar field,R~ssia~~/~:~~t clVII society acknowledges to be a
b ", u les, even though one work rna b d

Y a very conservative econOJIlist, the oth b . Y ~ oneer y a radical lIterary
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s~ri~e~ it, and the details of everyday life that govern the minute
dIscI~lme o~ a. novel or a scholarly text as each is being written.
'!et If. we ell1~l1n~te from the start any notion that "big" facts like
Impenal dOmInatIOn can be applied mechanically and detenninistic
ally. to such complex matters as culture and ideas, then we will
begIn to approach an interesting kind of study. My idea is that
Europ~an and then American interest in the Orient was political
accordmg to some of the obvious historical accounts of it that I
~ave given here, but that it was the culture that created that
mter~st, that .a~ted dy~amically along with brute political, eco
nomIC, and mIhtary ratIOnales to make the Orient the varied and
complicated place that it obviously was in the field I call
Orientalism.

Therefore~ Co~i;~ is not a mere political subject matter
~r field tha~ IS. reflected passively by culture, scholarship, or institu
tIons; nor IS It a large and diffuse collection of texts about the
Orient; nor is it representative and expressive of some nefarious

d.' . j J (/':'Western" imperialist plot to hold down the "Oriental" world. It is
lV\~o ?,~I"\f..( \ :ather a distribution of geopolitical awareness into aesthetic

~~c~01<lr:Iyl.t?~~n.:?;~.i£~.,~<?£~2!2g~(;':l!~.E!~!?ricaC~nd E.~i!ological texts;
It IS an, elaboration not only of a basic geographical distinction (the
world IS made up of two unequal halves, Orient and Occident) but
also of a ~hole series of "interests" which, by such means as
schola~ly dIscovery, phil~logical reconstrqction, psychological
analysIs, lan~sc~pe a~d SOCIOlogical description, it not only creates
~ut al,so maIntams; It is, rather than expresses, a certain will or
mt~ntlOn to understand, in some cases to control, manipulate, even
to Incorporate, what is a manifestly different (or alternative and
n?vel) world; it i~, above ,all, a discourse that is by no means in
dIrect, corr~spondmg relatIOnship with political power in the raw,
but rather IS produced and exists in an uneven exchange with
various ki~~s of powe~, shaped to a degree by the exchange with
power rohtIcal (as wIth a colonial or imperial establishment),
~owe: ,mtellectual (as with reigning sciences like comparative
ImgUIstIcs or a~atomy, or any of the modern policy sciences), power
cultural (as wIth orthodoxies and canons of taste, texts, values),
power moral (as with ideas about what "we" do and what "they"
~annot do .or u~ders~and as "we" do). Indeed, my real argument
I~ that Or~ental~sm Is-and does not simply represent-a con
SIderable dImenSIOn of modern political-intellectual culture, and as
such has less to do with the Orient than it does with "our" world.

Because Orientalism is a cultural and a political fact, then, it
does not exist in some archival vacuum; quite the contrary, I think
it can be shown that what is thought, said, or even done about the
Orient follows (perhaps occurs within) certain distinct and in
tellectually knowable lines. Here too a considerable degree of
nuance and elaboration can be seen working as between the broad
superstructural pressures and the details of composition, the facts
of textuality. Most humanistic scholars are, I think, perfectly happy
with the notion that texts exist in contexts, that there is such a thing
as intertextual~. that the pressures of conventions, predecessors,
-a~ styles limit what Walter Benjamin once called the
"overtaxing of the productive person in the name of . , . the
principle of 'creativity,' " in which the poet is believed on his own,
and out of his pure mind, to have brought forth his wor(7"yet
there is a reluctance to allow that political, institutional, an'a-rcieo
logical constraints act in the same manner on the individual author.
A humanist will believe it to be an interesting fact to any interpreter
of Balzac that he was influenced in the ComMie humaine by
the conflict between Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and Cuvier, but the
same sort of pressure on Balzac of deeply reactionary monarchism
is felt in some vague way to demean his literary "genius" and
therefore to be less worth serious study. Similarly-as Harry
Bracken has been tirelessly showing-philosophers will conduct
their discussions of Locke, Hume, and empiricism without ever
taking into account that there is an explicit connection in these
classic writers between their "phiiosophic" doctrines and racial
theory, justifications of slavery, or arguments for colonial exploita
tion.8 These are common enough ways by which contemporary
scholarship keeps itself pure.

Perhaps it is true that most attempts to rub culture's nose
~n the mud of politics have been crudely iconoclastic; perhaps also
the social interpretation of literature in my own field has simply
not kept up with the enormous technical advances in detailed
textual analysis. But there is no getting away from the fact that
literary studieS" in general, and American Marxist theorists in
particular, have avoided the effort of seriously bridging the gap
between the superstructural and the base levels in textual, historical
scholarship; on another occasion I have gone so far as to say that
the literary-cultural establishment as a whole has declared the
serious study of imperialism and culture off limits.9 For Orientalism
brings one up directly against that question-that is, to realizing
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that political imperialism governs an entire field of study, imagina
tion, and scholarly institutions-in such a way as to make its
avoidance an intellectual and historical impossibility. Yet there
will always remain the perennial escape mechanism of saying that
a literary scholar and a philosopher, for example, are trained in
literature and philosophy respectively, not in politics or ideological
analysis. In other words, the specialist argument can work quite
effectively to block the larg~r and, in my opinion, the more intel
lectually serious perspective.

Here it seems to me there is a simple two-part answer to be
given, at least so far as the study of imperialism and culture (or
Orientalism) is concerned. In the first place, nearly every
nineteenth-century writer (and the same is true enough of writers
in earlier periods) was extraordinarily well aware of the fact of
empire: this is a subject not very well studied, but it will not take
a modern Victorian specialist long to admit that liberal cultural
heroes like John Stuart Mill, Arnold, Carlyle, Newman, Macaulay,
Ruskin, George Eliot, and even Dickens had definite views on race
and imperialism, which are quite easily to be found at work in
their writing. So even a specialist must deal with the knowledge
that Mill, for example, made it clear in On Liberty and Representa
tive Government that his views there could not be applied to
India (he was an India Office functionary for a good deal of his
life, after all) because the Indians were civilizationally, if not
[~.~~~~rx?_i~f~~igE:'~mekmd orpara-a"ox"is'To'oe'TouncniiMafX,
as I try to show in this book. In the second place, to believe that

.-E.<?~~!!.:__~~~ for~_of im£erial~~~_ be.~.~,,~p_~n.-,_~~~'pr<?duction oL
literature, ..schola~~~ip~s()~i~l.the()Jj?~~5!._~i.s~()ry ...~rit,iIlg .. i~..~Y3o
means equivalent to saying that culture is therefore ademeanecr
or denigrated thing. Quite the contrary: my whole point is to say
that we can better understandthe p~rsistence and thequrability of
satllr:atlIlfhiiemonic";yst~~s'likeculturewhen-wereaiiz~-th~tiheir

int~rn~l' cons~r:ai~~-~P£~~\Y.fg~_~~,~~~_~·jEi~~~~~~~~ii~pi£4.~s'tfX.g,,:-~~Qt'
umlaterallYJIl~i?i~~Il,(LIt is this idea that Gramsci, certainly, and
Foucault and Raymond Williams in their very different ways have
been trying to illustrate. Even one or two pages by Williams on "the
uses of the Empire" in The Long Revolution tell us more about
nineteenth-century cultural richness than many volumes of hermetic
textual analyses.1o

Therefore I study Orientalism as a dynamic exchange between

individual authors and the large political concerns shaped by the
three great empires-British, French, American-in whose in
tellectual and imaginative territory the writing was produced. What
interests me most as a scholar is not the gross political verity but
the detail, as indeed what interests us in someone like Lane ~r
Flaubert or Renan is not the (to him) indisputable truth that OCCI
dentals are superior to Orientals, but the profoundly worked o:er
and modulated evidence of his detailed work within the very WIde
space opened up by that truth. One need only :eme.mber th~t
Lane's Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians IS a claSSIC
of historical and anthropological observation because of its style, ~ts
enormously intelligent and brilliant details, not because of ItS
simple reflection of racial superiority, to understand what I am

saying here.
The kind of political questions raised by Orientalism, then, are

as follows: What .other so:ts of intelle?tual, aes~hetic,. S~hOlarl~l
and cultural energIes went mto the makmg of an ImpenalIst tradI
tion like the Orientalist one? How did philology, lexicography,

history, biology, POlitica..1 an~.. ec.o...no...m.....iC....t.h~orr'. n.ovel-...W•..~it...ing.'. a.~.d.j'7'JU';lyric poetry come to the serVIce of OnentalIsm s broadly ImpenalIst ,
view of the world? What changes, modulations, refinements, even
revolutions take place'wiffiTn-(jfieiitailsm?-Whati~-tlie-meaiiing'of
Qr:.Ij~I®IrtY-;:ij['c5i'itinuitY;.of .in<iiyid\lality, in thIS context? How
does Ori~ntalism transmit or reproduce itself from one epoch to
another? In fine, how can we treat the cultural, historical phenom-
enon of Orientalism as a kind of willed human work-not of mere
unconditioned ratiocination-in all its historical complexity, detail,
and worth without at the same time losing sight of the alliance be-
tween cultural work, political tendencies, the state, and the specific
realities of domination? Governed by such concerns a humanistic
study can responsibly address itself to politics and culture. But this
is not to say that such a study establishes a hard-and-fast rule abo~t
the relationship between knowledge and politics. My argument IS
that each humanistic investigation must formulate the nature of
that connection in the specific context of the study, the subject
matter, and its historical circumstances.

2. The methodological question. In a previous book I gave a
good deal of thought and analysis to the :nethodological i~portance
for work in the human sciences of findmg and formulatmg a first
step, a point of departure, a beginning principleY A major lesson
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I learned and tried to present was that there(,is)no such thing as a
_~en, o~~E~L~'y'~g~~~!.ytarting point: beginnings have
to be made for each project in such a way as to enable what follows
from them. Nowhere in my experience has the difficulty of this
lesson been more consciously lived (with what success-or failure
-I cannot really say) than in this study of Orientalism. The
idea of beginning, indeed the act of beginning, necessarily involves
an act of delimitation by which something is cut out of a great
mass of material, separated from the mass, and made to stand for,
as well as be, a starting point, a beginning; for the student of texts
one such notion of inaugural delimitation is Louis Althusser's ideaI"':"" "",",~~...,.--........,~....._..~,~~

.9f t~~_~le,!!gtic.,~ifu:_fl£.t~Iilli.Q.?1<:?,11l!itY2Lll;t~J,Cgl or group
of texts, which is something given rise to by analysis. 12 Yet in the
case of Orientalism (as opposed to the case of Marx's texts, which
is what Althusser studies) there is not simply the problem of finding
a point of departure, or problematic, but also the question of

@~~~~~.?_g..~hiSll.!~)(t~.:._ ~~th.~:s?aJ.1EI ..p~ri()~s ar:..e-.t.~._<2.g_e.LQ~s.t
~~it~dfor study: \ CVVvLth. texis -;'0 <'+Uc0~7)"

It has seemed to me foolish to attempt an encyclopedic narrative
history of Orientalism, first of all because if my guiding principle
was to be "the European idea of the Orient" there would be
virtually no limit to the material I would have had to deal with;
second, because the narrative model itself did not suit my descrip
tive and political interests; third, because in such books as Raymond
Schwab's La Renaissance orientale, Johann 'Flick's Die Arabischen
Studien in Europa bis in den Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts, and
more recently, Dorothee Metlitzki's The Matter of Araby in
Medieval England13 there already exist encyclopedic works on cer
tain aspects of the European-Oriental encounter such as make the
critic's job, in the general political and intellectual context I sketched
above, a different one.

There still remained the problem of cutting down a very fat
archive to manageable dimensions, and more important, outlining
something in the nature of an intellectual order within that group
of texts without at the same time following a mindlessly chrono
logical order. ~,~!~:~~~..E.0int therefore has b~~i!ish,
F!enc.h,.<l.llclAm~Jj.(;~Q ..~.~l'~i~~~f thLQri~..I!U~~~.ll.jl~ ..~_unit,
what made that experiencepossible by way ofhist()r.i(;3~Land intel
lectualbackground, what the quality, allc:lsQ.aracter of the ex
per~ence has been. For reasons I shall discuss presently I limited
that already limited (but still inordinately large) set of questions to
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the Anglo-French-American experienc~~e '~!.ab§,,_~!1~_!~~3:.~'
~ thousand years together stood for the Onent.'Whlcn lUI <llHIV'" U 0 . d
Immediately upon doing that, a large part of the nent see~e
to have been eliminated-India, Japan, China, and other sectIOns

f the Far East-not because these regions were not important
~they obviously have been) but because one could discuss E~rope's
experience of the Near Orient, or of Islam, apart from Its ex
perience of the Far O~ient. Ye: at certain mom~nts of that general
European history of lllterest m the East, part1cu~ar parts ~f the
Orient like Egypt, Syria, and Arabia cannot be dIscussed WIthout
also studying Europe's involvement in the more distant parts, ?f
which Persia and India are the most important; a notable case III

point is the connection between ~g~pt and India so. f~r as
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Bntam was concerned. Sll~lllarly
the French role in deciphering the Zend-Avesta, the pre-emmence
of Paris as a center of Sanskrit studies during the first decade of
the nineteenth century, the fact that Napoleon's interest in the
Orient was contingent upon his sense of the British role in. India:
all these Far Eastern interests directly influenced French mterest

in the Near East, Islam, an~ the Arabs. . 19'flr.
Britain and France dommated the Eastern Medlterr~ne~m CLnlu'''

ab~ut the end of the. seventeenth cen~ on. Yet my dIScussIon of 'Jf"I j

that domination;ndsysiematicTnteiest'~snot do justice to (a) ~0<>1'Y}Z!1
the important contributions to Orientalism of Germany, It~ly,
Russia, Spain, and Portugal and (b) the fac.t th~t one o~ the I~- so1'"",.lk,f<d

E0rtant impulses toward the stu~~ent.m the eIghteent!L.~\'ov\((.d
century was the revolution in BIblIcal studIes st1mula!~E.Y such S+U.ciAVl
-." " , - F-·..·.·,-·----·-'B"'li--·Lt""hEichhorn Herder
vari()usl)'llJt~r.estmgp!QD~§r§J!§...JL.QR. ...~9,.~- ' ' ,
and Michaelis. In the first place, I had to focus rigorously qpon the
British-French and later the American material because it seemed
inescapably true not only that Britain and France were the
pjoneer nations ~!t~Qrit?P:.t..~~.~.iE..2!i~1!.!.~!.stu5!ies, but that th~se
v~ngum:-(rpOSitionswere held by virtue of the two gre~test co~omal
networks in pre-twentieth-century history; the Amencan Or.lental
position since World War II has fit-I think,. quite self-conscIOusly
-in the places excavated by the two earlter European powers.
Then too I believe that the sheer quality, consistency, and mass
of British French and American writing on the Orient lifts it
above the'doubtle;s crucial work done in Germany, Italy, Russia,
and elsewhere. But I think it is also true that the major steps in
Oriental scholarship were first taken in either Britain and France,
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then elaborated upon by Germans. Silvestre de Sacy, for example,
was not only the first modern and institutional European Orientalist,
who worked on Islam, Arabic literature, the Druze religion, and
Sassanid Persia; he was also the teacher of Champollion and of
Franz Bopp, the founder of German comparative linguistics. A
similar claim of priority and subsequent pre-eminence can be made
for William Jones and Edward William Lane.

In the second place-and here the failings of my study of
Orientalism are amply made up for-there has been some important
recent work on the background in Biblical scholarship to the rise of
what I have called modern Orientalism. The best and the most
illuminatingly relevant is E. S. Shaffer's impressive "Kubla Khan"
and The Fall of Jerusalem,14 an indispensable study of the origins
of Romanticism, and of the intellectual activity underpinning a
great deal of what goes on in Coleridge, Browning, and George
Eliot. To some degree Shaffer's work refines upon the outlines pro
vided in Schwab, by articulating the material of relevance to be
found in the German Biblical scholars and· using that material to
read, in an intelligent and always interesting way, the work of three
major British writers. Yet what is missing in the book is some sense
of the political as well as ideological edge given the Oriental
material by the British and French writers I am principally con
cerned with; in addition, unlike Shaffer I attempt to elucidate
subsequent developments in academic as well as literary Orientalism
that bear on the connection between British and 'French Orientalism
on the .one hand and the rise of an explicitly colonial-minded im
perialism on the other. Then too, I wish to show how all these
earlier matters are reproduced more or less in American Orientalism
after the Second World War.

Nevertheless there is a possibly misleading aspect to my study,
where, aside from an occasional reference, I do not exhaustively
discuss the German developments after the inaugural period domi
nated by Sacy. Any work that seeks to provide an understanding
of academic Orientalism and pays little attention to scholars like
SteinthaI, Miiller, Becker, Goldziher, Brockelmann, NOldeke-to
mention only a handful-needs to be reproached, and I freely re
proach myself. I particularly regret not taking more account of the
great scientific prestige that accrued to German scholarship by the
middle of the nineteenth century, whose neglect was made into a
denunciation of insular British scholars by George Eliot. I have in
mind Eliot's unforgettable portrait of Mr. Casaubon in Middle-

march. One reason Casaubon cannot finish his Key to All Mythol
ogies is, according to his young cousin Will Ladislaw, that he is
unacquainted with German scholarship. For not only has Casaubon
chosen a subject "as changing as chemistry: new discoveries are
constantly making new points of view": he is undertaking a job
similar to a refutation of Paracelsus because "he is not an
Orientalist, you know."15

Eliot was not wrong in implying that by about 1830, which is
when Middlemarch is set, German scholarship had fully attained
its European pre-eminence. Yet at no time in German scholarship
during the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century could a close
partnership have developed between Orientalists and a protracted,
sustained national interest in the Orient. There was nothing in
Germany to correspond to the Anglo-French presence in India, the
Levant, North Africa. Moreover, the German Orient was almost
exclusively a scholarly, or at least a classical, Orient: it was made
the subject of lyrics, fantasies, and even novels, but it was never
actual, the way Egypt and Syria were actual for Chateaubriand,
Lane, Lamartine, Burton, Disraeli, or Nerval. There is some signifi
cance in the fact that the two most renowned German works on
the Orient, Goethe's Westostlicher Diwan and Friedrich Schlegel's
Ober die Sprache und Weisheit der Indier, were based respectively
on a Rhine journey and on hours spent in Paris libraries. What
German Oriental scholarship did was to refine and elaborate tech
niques whose application was to texts, myths, ideas, and languages
almost literally gathered from the Orient by imperial Britain and
France.

Yet what German Orientalism had in common with Anglo
French and later American Orientalism was a kind of intellectual
authority. over the Orient within Western culture. Th.isailth6rity

--mus£in largepa~t be the subject of any description of Orientalism,
and it is so in this study. Even the name Orientalism suggests a
serious, perhaps ponderous style of expertise; when I apply it to
modern American social scientists (since they do not call them
selves Orientalists, my use of the word is anomalous), it is to draw
attention to the way Middle East experts can still draw on the
vestiges of Orientalism's intellectual position in nineteenth-century
Europe.
~e is nothing mysterious or natural about authority. It is

formed, irradiated, disseminated; it is instrument!!:h}t i~ rersuasive;
ithasstatils:h establishes canons of taste and value; it is virtually



indistinguishable from certain ideas it dignifies as true, and from
traditions, perceptions, and judgments it forms, transmits, repro
duces. Above all, authority can.... i~~ed must, be analyzed. All
these attributes of authority apply to Ori;irta:lism-:and muchof what
I do in this study is to describe both the historical authority in and
the personal authorities of Orientalism.

My principal methodological devices for studying authority here
/"",............. .

are what can be called t~~~~t~gi.£l()catio}J; which is a way of describ-
ing the author's position in a texT with regard to the Oriental
material he writes about, and sTFategic formation, which is a way
of analyzing the relationship between texts and the way in which
groups of texts, types of texts, even textual genres, acquire mass,
density, and referential power among themselves and thereafter
in the culture at large. I use the notion of strategy simply to identify
the problem every writer on the Orient has faced: how to get hold
of it, how to approach it, how not to be defeated or overwhelmed
by its sublimity, its scope, its awful dimensions. Everyone who
writes about the Orient must locate himself vis-a-vis the Orient;
translated into his text, this location includes the kind of narrative
voice he adopts, the type of structure he builds, the kinds of images,
themes, motifs that circulate in his text-all of which add up to
deliberate ways of addressing the reader, containing the Orient,
and finally, representing it or speaking in its behalf. None of this
takes place in the abstract, however. Every writer on thtLQri_t:_nt
(and this is true even of Homer) a~s.~~some _2H~_~_~Il!_E~~S:~~~~!,
some previous knowledge of the Qrient,to~which~e I~f~!:s._a,!1_<Lgn

which he relies. Additionally, each work on the Orient affiliates
itself with other works, with audiences, with institutions, with the
Orient itself. The ensemble of relationships between works,
audiences, and some particular aspects of the Orient therefore
constitutes an analyzable formation-for example, that of philo
logical studies, of anthologies of extracts from Oriental literature,
of travel books, of Oriental fantasies-whose presence in time, in
discourse, in institutions (schools, libraries, foreign services) gives
it strength and authority.

It is clear, I hope, !~__~~~~th2~!!lOr!!1~oes ~t

~~tai1 .. analysi~,",o~ _~~at )i~s., .•~i4<l~!lj!l ...!E.~~QE!~!:11alis!.~ but
aria!isisratller(j(the "t{:x:t'ssqrfacc;:,jt§.~~.!~!:.iQ!:!tY.JQ.~hllt~
scribes. I do not think that this idea can be overemphasized.
Orientalism is premised upon exteriority, that is, on the fact that
the Orientalist, poet or scholar, makes the Orient speak, describes

the Orient, renders its mysteries plain for and to the West. He is
never concerned with the Orient except as the first cause of what he
says. What he says and writes, by virtue of the fact that it is said
or written, is meant to indicate that the Orientalist is outside the
Orient, both as an existential and as a moral fact. The principal
product of this exteriority is of course representation: as early as
Aeschylus's play The Persians the Orient is transformed from a very
far distant and often threatening Otherness into figures that are
relatively familiar (in Aeschylus's case, grieving Asiatic women).
The dramatic immediacy of representation in The Persians obscures
the fact that the audience is watching a highly artificial enactment
of what a non-Oriental has made into a symbol for the whole
Orient. My analysis of the Orientalist text therefore places emphasis
on the evidence, which is by no means invisible, for such representa
tions as representations, not as "natural" depictions of the Orient.
This evidence is found just as prominently in the so-called truthful
text (histories, philological analyses, political treatises) as in the
avowedly artistic (i.e., openly imaginative) text. The things to look
.~~tyle, ~g!J.re~-.2.L~Sb setting, narEltive .E.~'d£~~I...~istqrical

.and soci~l.£i£<:.I:!.1!1stan~~ii•..11QLth~U2.Q,rrectness of the ~J~.~l!1atio.n

nor-ITs fidelity to some great original. The exteriority of the repre
sentationIsalwaysgoverned by some version of the truism thatJL
the Orient...-C.QYld....r.epr.esent itself, it. \V<mld; since it. cannot, the
~-eprese!i!~ll. dQl<~fu~~Jor'the'West',"and7aute"de-m;e;;;for
the' poor Orient. "Sie konnen sich nicht vertreten, sie mlissen
vertreten werden," as Marx wrote in The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte.

Another reason for insisting upon exteriority is that I believe it
needs to be made clear about cultural discourse and exchange
within a culture that what is commonly circulated by it is not
"truth" but representations. It hardly needs to be demonstrated
again that language itself is a highly organized and encoded system,
which employs many devices to express, indicate, exchange
messages and information, represent, and so forth. In any instance
of at least written language, there is no such thing as a delivered
Eresenc~~but a re-l?!esenGe;of a represent~ti~n. The value, efficacy,
strength, apparent veracity of a written statement about the Orient
therefore relies very little, and cannot instrumentally depend, on
the Orient as such. On the contrary, the written statement is a
presence to the reader by virtue of its having excluded, displaced,
made supererogatory any such real thing as "the Orient." Thus all
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of Orientalism stands forth and away from the Orient: that
Orientalism.. makes sense at all dep~~~.s_P'g!~~g~,,!,t:~_~~!~_~~~1! on_
the Orient, anaffiis"senselSdlrectly indebted to various Western
techniques of representation that make the Orient visible, clear,
"there" in discourse about it. And these representations rely upon
institutions, traditions, conventions, agreed-upon codes of under
standing for their effects, not upon a distant and amorphous Orient.

The difference between representations of the Orient before the
last third of the eighteenth century and those after it (that is, those
belonging to what I call modern Orientalism) is that the range of
representation expanded enormously in the later period. It is true
that after William Jones and Anquetil-Duperron, and after
Napoleon's Egyptian expedition, Europe came to know the Orient
more scientifically, to live in it with greater authority and discipline
than ever before. But what mattered to Europe was the expanded
scope and the much greater refinement given its techniques for
receiving the Orient. When aroul1~ll1~...!~E~,.QL.!h~ ..~IgE!~.~!1th
centu~YJJ1~_.Qri~IlL.~~n!lj ti\,elY:.r~v.~~l~iJh._l?_~LQLit.s,l!!.ng@ge.s
thu;';"outdating Hebrew's divine pedigree-it was a group of Euro
peans who made the discovery, passed it on to other scholars,
and preserved the discovery in the new sci~Il~...9LIQ~Q.::.~!!I.QP~j!n
Pl1i.191Qgy. A new powerful science' for vie~ing t~~ ..!i~.g~i~tic Orient
wasQQrn, and with it, as FoucaJllth!!.~sho:wn_jQ,It!.~,Q[4er of
l'hil1gs,.~~11()1~::~~fQT!~'~!~4,SGi~l1tificiJ].ter~~ts, Similarly William
'Beckford, Byron, Goethe, and Hugo restructured the Orient by
their art and made its colors, lights, and people visible through their
images, rhythms, and motifs. At most, the "real" Orient provoked
a writer to his vision; it very rarely guided it.

Orientalism responded more to the culture that produced it than
to its putative object, which was also produced by the West. Thus
the history of Orientalism has both an internal consistency and a
highly articulated set of relationships to the dominant culture sur
rounding it. My analyses consequently try to show the field's shape
and internal organization, its pioneers, patriarchal authorities,
canonical texts, doxological ideas, exemplary figures, its followers,

elabora.to. r,s. '..,a,.,n,..d n.....e.w.. au..t,h,o,r,i"t,,i,es.,; ,It.r..y also to explain how Orienta'll
ism borrowed and was frequently informed by "strong" ideasJ
doctr[n~s;.~n4tren<:lsrulil1gtfle~ulture.Thus there was (and is) a "
linguistic Orient, a Freudian Orient, a Spenglerian Orient, a \
Darwinian Orient, a racist Orient-and so on. Yet never has there

been such a thing as a pure, or unconditional, Orient; similarly,
never has there been a nonmaterial form of Orientalism, much less
something so innocent as an "idea" of the Orient. In this underlying
conviction and in its ensuing methodological consequences c!a I

~ij-j'e!f.~.?~_s_c.~?I~~s.~~5:~.~~El"~~~_~~.tg!y of idea~. For the emphases.
and the executive form, above all the material effectiveness, of
statements made by Orientalist discourse are possible in ways that
any hermetic history of ideas tends completely to scant. Without
those emphases and that material effectiveness Orientalism would
be just another idea, whereas it is and was much more than that.
Therefore I set out to examine not only scholarly works but also.
,,:or~~l~~eEa.l!1.!c:~~.P2!i~£ilUE~~ts,..i5?u~~lis.~ts,tr~~LE_oo~, ....
relrgi()lls..!!:Ilst.p.hilQlQgi£!!lcMy~git;is. In other words, IJlY hybrid £~
~e is broadly historical and "anthropological," given that I ,c-<;,~,:$

believe all texts to be worldly and circumstantial in (of course)
ways that vary from genre to genre, and from historical period to
historical period.. ) .,1 ~(.' ,~\ ',(m.·>..'\\" "-J.d,,.ili':'..ll,'-, !"jllt,JI>~ ,;1\\,1 h,1i

Yet unlike Michel Foucault, to whose work I am greatly in
debted, !..do believ.e in th~~~ete!mLl!ipg..iJ:!lJ?E~!!!..2£lE.~ivi~al w~

upon !l1e ()ther:vise anonymousc9,g~gtiY~., ..!?,2~~,of texts constituting
a, discursive .,' fonlliition:"liKe''l5dentalism. The 'unlIy-'of"-iIi'elarge
'e~~~;;b~i~-of-texis-'I'·analyze1s-duem part to the fact that they
frequently refer to each other: Orientalism is after all a system for
citing works and authors. Edward William Lane's Manners and
Customs of the Modern Egyptians was read and cited by such
diverse figures as Nerval, Flaubert, and Richard Burton. He was an
authority whose use was an imperative for anyone writing or think
ing about the Orient, not just about Egypt: when Nerval borrows
passages verbatim from Modern Egyptians it is to use Lane's
authority to assist him in describing village scenes in Syria, not
Egypt. Lane's authority and the opportunities provided for citing
him discriminately as well as indiscriminately were there because
Orientalism could give his text the kind of distributive currency
that he acquired. There is no way, however, of understanding Lane's
currency without also understanding the peculiar features of his
text; this is equally true of Renan, Sacy, Lamartine, Schlegel, and
a group of other influential writers. FOllcaultbelievesthat in ~eneral ,V

the ,i~~~,~i.~~~!,,!~~.!,,~E.,~~lh2t£211pi~....!2X.Y~[i!!!!J!;:~~EiPliJ~aITy;lii'"
the case of Onentalism (and perhaps nowhere else) I find this not
to be so. Accordingly my analyses employ close textual readings

',i.! .I I,·, .\ I' ,.:.
, ~ , (J \..,'1,. \
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whose goal is to reveal the dialectic between individual text or
, writer and the complex collective formation to which his work is a

contribution.
Yet even though it includes an ample selection of writers, this

.!'.2£!s_.is",,~!>~ll far from a .coIllplete. history ..()[g~I1~I<ll ..a~couniof
grie·llJ<llism:::pnl1fsTiiiling 1 am very conscious. The fabric of as
thick a discourse as Orientalism has survived and functioned in
Western society because of its richness: all I have done is to describe
parts of that fabric at certain moments, and merely to suggest the
existence of a larger whole, detailed, interesting, dotted with
fascinating figures, texts, and events. I have consoled myself with
believing that this book is one installment of several, and hope
there are scholars and critics who might want to write others. There
is still a general essay to be written on imperialism and culture;
other studies would go more deeply into the connection between
Orientalism and pedagogy, or into Italian, Dutch, German, and
Swiss Orientalism, or into the dynamic between scholarship and
imaginative writing, or into the relationship between administrative
ideas and intellectual discipline. Perhaps the most important task
of all would be to undertake studies in contemporary alternatives to
Orientalism, to ask how one can study other cultures and peoples
from a libertarian, or a nonrepressive and nonmanipulative, per
spective. But then one would have to rethink the whole complex
problem of knowledge and power. These are ,all tasks left em
barrassingly incomplete in this study.

The last, perhaps self-flattering, observation on method that I
want to make here is that I have written this study with several
audiences in mind. For students of literature and criticism, Oriental
ism offers a marvelous instance of the interrelations between society,
history, and textuality; moreover, the cultural role played by the
Orient in the West connects Orientalism with ideology, politics, and
the logic of power, matters of relevance, I think, to the literary com
munity. For contemporary students of the Orient, from university
scholars to policymakers, I have written with two ends in mind:
one, to present their intellectual genealogy to them in a way that
has not been done; two, to criticize-with the hope of stirring dis
cussion-the often unquestioned assumptions on which their work
for the most part depends. For the general reader, this study deals
with matters that always compel attention, all of them connected
not only with Western conceptions and treatments of the Other but
also with the singularly important role played by Western culture

in what Vico called the world of nations. Lastly, [or readers in the

~alled Thir(LWorlQ,__!h!U!!!~YJ~E?.£?..S~~J.!~~~!..~~~ ste£..!'?~~.r:.ds
an...undersl<lI1gIngJl.Ql.S..Q.Ju]J~b ..Qf.. ~Y~~!~EIlP()!!!is:_~.~~~>~of the non

·\\T~.s!e~Il. world il}.th()s~P,QHti~§_~S,,,2L!.~~st.!!.!!£th oTWes~
"cultural discourse, a strength too often mistaken as merely decora

tive or "superstructural." My hope is to illustrate the formidable
structure of cultural domination and, specifically for formerly
colonized peoples, the dangers and temptations of employing this
structure upon themselves or upon others.

The three long chapters and twelve shorter units into which this
book is divided are intended to facilitate exposition as much as
possible. Chapter One, "The Scope of Orientalism," draws a large
circle around all the dimensions of the subject, both in terms of
historical time and experiences and in terms of philosophical and
political themes. Chapter Two, "Orientalist Structures and Re
structures," attempts to trace the development of modern Oriental
ism by a broadly chronological description, and also by the
description of a set of devices common to the work of important
poets, artists, and scholars. Chapter Three, "Orientalism Now,"
begins where its predecessor left off, at around 1870. This is the
period of great colonial expansion into the Orient, and it cul
minates in World War II. The very last section of Chapter Three
characterizes the shift from British and French to American
hegemony; I attempt there finally to sketch the present intellectual
and s' titres-ofOrientalism in the United States.. _-~---

3. The personal dimension. In the Prison Noieb(;;k;(}ramsci \

says: "Th~~_!~rtigg~£<?~~.!.~:E~,!!sl!! ela.~?E~i~!.~~_~.2.!!§£~~~_S,_ '\
~~~~~!-on~Lt~!!yj§) ..~nd is 'knowing thyself' as a product of the \

--historical process to date, which has deposited in you an infinity \
of traces, without leaving an inventory." The only available English ~

translation inexplicably leaves Gramsci's comment at that, whereas
in fact Gramsci's Italian text concludes by adding, "therefore it is _/

\ imper~tiy~atJh~.Qlltsetto_compile such an invent?,ry~~::~. .-..·'"·---
-, 'Much of the personal investmenClii'tliis"sfildy derives from

my awareness of being an "Oriental" as a child growing up in two
British colonies. All of my education, in those colonies (Palestine
and Egypt) and in the United States, has been Western, and yet
that deep early awareness has persisted. In many ways my study of
Orientalism has been an attempt to inventory the traces upon me,
the Oriental subject, of the culture whose domination has been so
powerful a factor in the life of all Orientals. This is why for me the
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Islamic Orient has had to be the center of attention. Whether what
I have achieved is the inventory prescribed by Gramsci is not for
me to judge, although I have felt it important to be conscious of
trying to produce one. Along the way, as severely and as rationally
as I have been able, I have tried to maintain a critical consciousness
as well as employing those instruments of historical, humanistic:
and cultural research of which my education has made me the
fortunate beneficiary. In none of that, however, have I ever lost
hold of the cultural reality of, the personal involvement in having
been constituted as, "an Oriental."

.The historical circumstances making such a study possible are
faI~ly co~plex, and I can only list them schematically here. Anyone
reSIdent m the West since the 1950s, particularly in the United
~tates, will .have lived through an era of extraordinary turbulence
m the relatIons of East and West. No one will have failed to note
how "East" has always signified danger and threat during this
period, even as it has meant the traditional Orient as well as
Russia. In the universities a growing establishment of area-studies
programs and institutes has made the scholarly study of the Orient
a branch of national policy. Public affairs in this country include a
healthy interest in the Orient, as much for its strategic and economic
importance as for its traditional exoticism. If the world has become
immediately accessible to a Western citizen living in the electronic
age, the Orient too has drawn nearer to him, and js now less a myth
perhaps than a place crisscrossed by Western, especially American,
mterests.

One aspect of the electronic, postmodern world is that there
has been a reinforcement of the stereotypes by which the Orient is
viewed. Television, the films, and all the media's resources have
forced information into more and more standardized molds. So far
as the.Orie~t is concerned, standardization and cultural stereotyping
have mtenslfied the hold of the nineteenth-century academic and
imaginative demonology of "the mysterious Orient." This is nowhere
more true than in the ways by which the Near East is grasped.
~hree things have contributed to making even the simplest percep
tIon of the Arabs and Islam into a highly'politicized, almost raucous
matter: one, the history of popular anti-Arab and anti-Islamic
preju~ice i~ the West, which is immediately reflected in the history
of OnentalIsm; two, the struggle between the Arabs and Israeli
Zion~sm, and its effects upon American Jews as well as upon both
the hberal culture and the population at large; three, the almost

~_~+_~~!t.ur..a..!J~2§.!!iQg..~!llc~l1K.i! ..possible:ithe~ ..to

~?h£!~Tr~~~~;~~~~""~~~~~clt~~'~h:bi1id~I!S~:~
is now so identIfied wIth Great Power polItIcs, 011 economICS, and
the simple-minded dichotomy of freedom-loving, democratic Israel
and evil, totalitarian, and terroristic Arabs, the chances of anything
like a clear view of what one talks about in talking about the
Near East are depressingly small.

My own experiences of these matters are in part what made me
write this book. The life of an Arab Palestinian in the West,
particularly in America, is disheart~~ing. There exists ~ere an
almost unanimous consensus that polItIcally he does not eXIst, and
when it is allowed that he does, it is either as a nuisance or as an
Oriental. The web of racism, cultural stereotypes, political im
perialism, dehumanizing ideology holding in the Arab or the
Muslim is very strong indeed, and it is this web which every
Palestinian has come to feel as his uniquely punishing destiny. It
has made matters worse for him to remark that no person academic
ally involved with the Near East-no Orientalist, that is-has ever
in the United States culturally and politically identified himself
wholeheartedly with the Arabs; certainly there have been identi
fications on some level, but they have never taken an "acceptable"
form as has liberal American identification with Zionism, and all too
frequently they have been radically flawed by their association
either with discredited political and economic interests (oil
company and State Department Arabists, for example) or with
religion.

The nexus of knowledge and power creating "the Oriental" and
in a sense obliterating him as a human being is therefore not for
me an exclusively academic matter. Yet it is an intellectual matter
of some very obvious importance. I have been able to put to use my
humanistic and political concerns for the analysis and description
of a very worldly matter, the rise, development, and consolidation
of Orientalism. Too often literature and culture are presumed to be
politically, even historically innocent; it has regularly seemed
otherwise to me, and certainly my study of Orientalism has con
vinced me (and I hope will convincemy literary colleagues) that
society and literary culture can only be understood and studied
together. In addition, and by an almost inescapable logic, I have
found myself writing the history of ~trange, secret sharer of
~ism. That anti-Semitism and, as I have discussed

'''''''',._".'. ·.n~_",u,.~."".~I......." ..~'-~"'---'~"'~"""""-""-"'·'-"-' J



it in its Islamic branch, Orientalism resemble each other very
closely is a historical, cultural, and political truth that needs only
to be mentioned to an Arab Palestinian for its irony to be perfectly
understood. But what I should like also to have contributed here is
a better understanding o(the way cultur~ domin;:t.tion has oEerated:.
If this stimulates a new kind of dealing with the Orient, indeed
if it eliminates the "Orient" and "Occident" altogether, then we shall
have advanced a little in the process of what Raymond Williams
has called the "unleart1~g:'>()f "the inherent dominative mode."17

~_,"""" ..~ ..,..-.. - ," '." --- ,._.'.. ,., ...... '-.,,'_ .."_.__ ~.... ~"", .. ,_._,,_,_~.,,_ .. ,w.,··,·, .. ··,.... _", ... ,_" ... ,'",,,,-1,,,,,,, · .."··,-,-;.,,,;..~.....cJ
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The Scope of
Orientalislll

E ' impatient d'em-... Ie genie inquiet et ambitieux de uro?eens ...
ployer les nouveaux instruments de leur pUIssance . '. . .

_Jean-Baptiste-Jos~ph Fourier, Preface hlstorlque (1809),

Description de l'Egypte



I
Knowing the Oriental

On June 13, 1910, Arthur James Balfour lectured the House of
Commons on "the problems with which we have to deal in Egypt."
These, he said, "belong to a wholly different category" than those
"affecting the Isle of Wight or the West Riding of Yorkshire." He
spoke with the authority of a long-time member of Parliament,
former private secretary to Lord Salisbury, former chief secretary
for Ireland, former secretary for Scotland, former prime minister,
veteran of numerous overseas crises, achievements, and changes.
During his involvement in imperial affairs Balfour served a monarch
who in 1876 had been declared Empress of India; he had been
especially well placed in positions of uncommon influence to follow
the Afghan and Zulu wars, the British occupation of Egypt in 1882,
the death of General Gordon in the Sudan, the Fashoda Incident,
the battle of Omdurman, the Boer War, the Russo-Japanese War.
In addition his remarkable social eminence, the breadth of his
learning and wit-he could write on such varied subjects as
Bergson, Handel, theism, and golf-his education at Eton and
Trinity College, Cambridge, and his apparent command over im
perial affairs all gave considerable authority to what he told the
Commons in June 1910. But there was still more to Balfour's
speech, or at least to his need for giving it so didactically and moral
istically. Some members were questioning the necessity for "Eng
land in Egypt," the subject of Alfred Milner's enthusiastic book of
1892, but here designating a once-profitable occupation that 'had
become a source of trouble now that Egyptian nationalism was on
the rise and the continuing British presence in Egypt no longer so
easy to defend. Balfour, then, to inform and explain.

Recalling the challenge of J. M. Robertson, the member of
Tyneside, Balfour himself put Robertson's question again: "What
right have you to take up these airs of superiority with regard to
people whom you choose to call Oriental?" The choice of
"Oriental" was canonical; it had been employed by Chaucer and
Mandeville, by Shakespeare, Dryden, Pope, and Byron. It desig
nated Asia or the East, geographically, morally, culturally. One
could speak in Europe of an Oriental personality, an Oriental

31
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atmosphere, an Oriental tale, Oriental despotism, or an Oriental
mode of production, and be understood. Marx had used the word,
and now Balfour was using it; his choice was understandable and
called for no comment whatever.

I take up no attitude of superiority. But I ask [Robertson and
a?yone ~lse] ... who has even the most superficial knowledge of
hIstOry, If they will look in the face the facts with which a British
statesman has to deal when he is put in a position of supremacy
over great races like the inhabitants of Egypt and countries in the
East. We know the civilization of Egypt better than we know the
civilization of any other country. We know it further back; we
know it more intimately; we know more about it. It goes far
beyond the petty span of the history of our race, which is lost in
the prehistoric period at a time when the Egyptian civilisation had
already passed its prime. Look at all the Oriental countries. Do
not talk about superiority or inferiority.

Two great themes dominate his remarks here and in what will
follow: knowledge and power, the Baconian themes. As Balfour
~usti?es ~he ~ecessit~ for British occupation of Egypt, supremacy
m. hl~ mmd I~ ass~~latedwith "our" knowledge of Egypt and not
pnnclpally WIth mIlItary or economic power. Knowledge to Balfour
mea~s surveying a civilization from its origins to its prime to its
declme---:-~nd of cou~se, it means being able to do that. Knowledge·
~eans nsmg a~ove Immediacy, beyond self, )nto the foreign and
dIstant. The object of such knowledge is inherently vulnerable to
scrutin~; this object is a "fact" which, if it develops, changes, or
otherwIse transfo~s itself in the way that civilizations frequently
do, nevertheless IS fundamentally, even ontologically stable. To
have s~ch knowledge of such a thing is to dominate it, to have
authonty over it. And authority here means for "us" to deny
autonomy to "it"-the Oriental country-since we know it and it
exists, in a sense, as we know it. British knowledge of Egypt is
~gypt fo~ Bal~o~r, and the burdens of knowledge make such ques
tIons as mfenonty and superiority seem petty ones. Balfour no
where denies British superiority and Egyptian inferiority; he takes
them for granted as he describes the consequences of knowledge.

First of all, look at the facts of the case. Western nations as soon
as they emerge into history show the beginnings of those capacities
for self-government ... having merits of their own.... You may
look through the whole history of the Orientals in what is called,
broadly speaking, the East, and you never find traces of self-

government. All their great centuries-and they have been very
great-have been passed under despotisms, under absolute govern
ment. All their great contributions to civilisation-and they have
been great-have been made under that form of government.
Conqueror has succeeded conqueror; one domination has followed
another; but never in all the revolutions of fate and fortune have
you seen one of those nations of its own motion establish what we,
from a Western point of view, call self-government. That is the
fact. It is not a question of superiority and inferiority. I suppose
a true Eastern sage would say that the working government which
we have taken upon ourselves in Egypt and elsewhere is not a
work worthy of a philosopher-that it is the dirty work, the
inferior work, of carrying on the necessary labour.

Since these facts are facts, Balfour must then go on to the next
part of his argument.

Is it a good thing for these great nations-I admit their greatness
-that this absolute government should be exercised by us? I think
it is a good thing. I think that experience shows that they have
got under it far better government than in the whole history of the
world they ever had before, and which not only is a benefit to
them, but is undoubtedly a benefit to the whole of the civilised
West. ... We are in Egypt not merely for the sake of the Egyp
tians, though we are there for their sake; we are there also for
the sake of Europe at large.

Balfour produces no evidence that Egyptians and "the races with
whom we deal" appreciate or even understand the good that is
being done them by colonial occupation. It does not occur to
Balfour, however, to let the Egyptian speak for himself, since
presumably any Egyptian who would speak out is more likely !o be
"the agitator [who] wishes to raise difficulties" than the good native
who overlooks the "difficulties" of foreign domination. And so,
having settled the ethical problems, Balfour turns at last to the
practical ones. "If it is our business to govern, with or without
gratitude, with or without the real and genuine memory of all the
loss of which we have relieved the population [Balfour by no means
implies, as part of that loss, the loss or at least the indefinite post
ponement of Egyptian independence] and no vivid imagination of
all the benefits which we have given to them; if that is our duty,
how is it to be perfonned?" England exports "our very best to these
countries." These selfless administrators do their work "amidst
tens of thousands of persons belonging to a different creed, a differ-
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ent race, a different discipline, different conditions of life." What
makes their work of governing possible is their sense of being sup
ported at home by a government that endorses what they do. Yet

directly the native populations have that instinctive feeling that
those with whom they have got to deal have not behind them the
might, the authority, the sympathy, the full and ungrudging sup
port of the country which sent them there, those populations lose
all that sense of order which is the very basis of their civilisation,
just as our officers lose all that sense of power and authority, which
is the very basis of everything they can do for the benefit of those
among whom they have been sent.

Balfour's logic here is interesting, not least for being completely
consistent with the premises of his entire speech. England knows
Egypt; Egypt is what England knows; England knows that Egypt
cannot have self-government; England confirms that by occupying
Egypt; for the Egyptians, Egypt is what England has occupied and
now governs; foreign occupation therefore becomes "the very
basis" of contemporary Egyptian civilization; Egypt requires, indeed
insists upon, British occupation. But if the special intimacy between
governor and governed in Egypt is disturbed by Parliament's doubts
at home, then "the authority of what . . . is the dominant race
and as I think ought to remain the dominant race-has been under
mined." Not only does English prestige suffer; "it is vain for a handful
of British officials-endow them how you like; give them all the
qualitie~ of character and genius you can imagine-it is impossible
for them to carry out the great task which in Egypt, not we only,
but the civilised world have imposed upon them."l

As a rhetorical performance Balfour's speech is significant for
the way in which he plays the part of, and represents, a variety of
characters. There are of course "the English," for whom the pro
noun "we" is used with the full weight of a distinguished, powerful
man who feels himself to be representative of all that is best in his
nation's history. Balfour can also speak for the civilized world, the
West, and the relatively small corps of colonial officials in Egypt.
If he does not speak directly for the Orientals, it is because they
after all speak another language; yet he knows how they feel since
he knows their history, their reliance upon such as he, and their
expectations. Still, he does speak for them in the sense that what
they might have to say, were they to be asked and might they be
able to answer, would somewhat uselessly confirm what is already

evident: that they are a subject race, dominated by a race that
knows them and what is good for them better than they could
possibly know themselves. Their great moments were in the past;
they are useful in the modern world only because the powerful and
up-to-date empires have effectively brought them out of the
wretchedness of their decline and turned them into rehabilitated
residents of productive colonies.

Egypt in particular was an excellent case in point, and Balfour
was perfectly aware of how much right he had to speak as a member
of his country's parliament on behalf of England, the West, Western
civilization, about modern Egypt. For Egypt was not just another
colony: it was the vindication of Western imperialism; it was, until
its annexation by England, an almost academic example of Oriental
backwardness; it was to become the triumph of English knowledge
and power. Between 1882, the year in which England occupied
Egypt and put an end to the nationalist rebellion of Colonel Arabi,
and 1907, England's representative in Egypt, Egypt's master, was
Evelyn Baring (also known as "Over-baring"), Lord Cromer. On
July 30, 1907, it was Balfour in the Commons who had supported
the project to give Cromer a retirement prize of fifty thousand
pounds as a reward for what he had done in Egypt. Cromer made
Egypt, said Balfour:

Everything he has touched he has succeeded in.... Lord Cromer's
services during the past quarter of a century have raised Egypt
from the lowest pitch of social and economic degradation until it
now stands among Oriental nations, I believe, absolutely alone
in its prosperity, financial and moraJ.2

How Egypt's moral prosperity was measured, Balfour did not
venture to say. British exports to Egypt equaled those to the whole
of Africa; that certainly indicated a sort of financial prosperity', for
Egypt and England (somewhat unevenly) together. But what
really mattered was the unbroken, all-embracing Western tutelage
of an Oriental country, from the scholars, missionaries, business
men, soldiers, and teachers who prepared and then implemented the
occupation to the high functionaries like Cromer and Balfour who
saw themselves as providing for, directing, and sometimes even
forcing Egypt's rise from Oriental neglect to its present lonely
eminence.

If British success in Egypt was as exceptional as Balfour said,
it was by no means an inexplicable or irrational success. Egyptian
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affairs had been controlled according to a general theory expressed
both by .Bal~our in his notions about Oriental civilization and by
~romer m hI~ management of everyday business in Egypt. The most
Important thmg about the theory during the first decade of the
twentieth century was that it worked, and worked staggeringly well.
The argument, when reduced to its simplest form, was clear, it was
precise, it was easy to grasp. There are Westerners, and there are
Orientals. The former dominate; the latter must be dominated,
which usually means having their land occupied, their internal
affairs rigidly controlled, their blood and treasure put at the dis
posal of one or another Western power. That Balfour and Cromer,
as we shall soon see, could strip humanity down to such ruthless
cultural and racial essences was not at all an indication of their
particular viciousness. Rather it was an indication of how stream
lined a general doctrine had become by the time they put it to use
how streamlined and effective.

~nlike. Balfour, whose theses on Orientals pretended to objective
unIversalIty, Cromer spoke about Orientals specifically as what he
had ruled or had to deal with, first in India, then for the twenty-five
years in Egypt during which he emerged as the paramount consul
general in England's empire. Balfour's "Orientals" are Cromer's
:'subject races," which he made the topic of a long essay published
m the !!dinburgh Rev~ew in January 1908. Once again, knowledge
of subject races or OrIentals is what makes their management easy
and profitable; knowledge gives power, more power requires more
knowledge, and so on in an increasingly profitable dialectic of
in~ormati?n and. control. Cromer's notion is that England's empire
WIll not dIssolve If such things as militarism and commercial egotism
at home and "free institutions" in the colony (as opposed to British
government "according to the Code of Christian morality") are
kept in check. ~or if, according to Cromer, logic is something "the
eXIstence of whIch the Oriental is disposed altogether to ignore,"
the proper method of ruling is not to impose ultrascientific measures
upon him or to force him bodily to accept logic. It is rather to
understand his limitations and "endeavor to find, in the contentment
of the sUbje~t race, a more worthy and, it may be hoped, a stronger
bond of UnIon between the rulers and the ruled." Lurking every
where behind the pacification of the subject race is imperial might,
more effective for its refined understanding and infrequent use than
for its soldiers, brutal tax gatherers, and incontinent force. In a

word, the Empire must be wise; it must temper its cupidity with
selflessness, and its impatience with flexible discipline.

To be more explicit, what is meant when it is said that the com
mercial spirit should be under some control is this-that in deal
ing with Indians or Egyptians, or Shilluks, or Zulus, t~e first
question is to consider what these peop~e, who are all,. natl.onally

speaking, more or less in statu pupil/an, themselves thmk IS best
in their own interests, although this is a point which deserves
serious consideration. But it is essential that each special issue
should be decided mainly with reference to what, by the light of
Western knowledge and experience tempered by local considera
tions, we conscientiously think is best for the subject race, without
reference to any real or supposed advantage which may accrue to
England as a nation, or-as is more frequently the case-to the
special interests represented by some one or more infl~ential classes
of Englishmen. If the British nation as a whole persIstently bears
this principle in mind, and insists sternly on its application, t~ough
we can never create a patriotism akin to that based on affinIty of
race or community of language, we may perhaps foster some sort
of cosmopolitan allegiance grounded on the respect always ac
corded to superior talents and unselfish conduct, and on the
gratitude derived both from favours conferred and from those to
come. There may then at all events be some hope that the
Egyptian will hesitate before he throws in his lot with any future
Arabi. ... Even the Central African savage may eventually learn
to chant a hymn in honour of Astraea Redux, as represented by
the British official who denies him gin but gives him justice. More
than this, commerce will gain.3

How much "serious consideration" the ruler ought to give pro
posals from the subject race was illustrated. in .Cr?m~r's t~tal
opposition to Egyptian nationalism. Free n~t~ve mst~tutlons, the
absence of foreign occupation, a self-sustamlllg natIOnal sover
eignty: these unsurprising demands were consistently rejected by
Cromer who asserted unambiguously that "the real future of Egypt
. . . lie~ not in the direction of a narrow nationalism, which will
only embrace native Egyptians ... ~ut rather in .th~t of an enlarged
cosmopolitanism."4 Subject races dId not have It III them to know
what was good for them. Most of them were Ori.entals, of whose
characteristics Cromer was very knowledgeable slllce he had had
experience with them both in India and Egypt. One of the c?n
venient things about Orientals for Cromer was that managmg
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them, although circumstances might differ slightly here and there,
was almost everywhere nearly the same. 5 This was, of course
because Orientals were almost everywhere nearly the same. '

Now at last we approach the long-developing core of essential
knowledge, knowledge both academic and practical, which Cromer
~nd Balfour inherited from a century of modern Western Oriental
Ism: knowledge about and knowledge of Orientals, their race,
character, culture, history, traditions, society, and possibilities. This
knowl~dge was effective: Cromer believed he had put it to use in
govern~ng Egypt. Moreover, it was tested and unchanging knowl
edge, SInce "Orientals" for all practical purposes were a Platonic
essence, which any Orientalist (or ruler of Orientals) might examine,
understand, and expose. Thus in the thirty-fourth chapter of his
two-volume work Modern Egypt, the magisterial record of his
experience and achievement, Cromer puts down a sort of personal
canon of Orientalist wisdom:

Sir Alfred Lyall once said to me: "Accuracy is abhorrent to the
Oriental mind. Every Anglo-Indian should always remember that
maxim." Want of accuracy, which easily degenerates into untruth
fulness, is in fact the main characteristic of the Oriental mind.

The European is a close reasoner; his statements of fact are
devoid of any ambiguity; he is a natural logician, albeit he may
not have studied logic; he is by nature sceptical and requires proof
before he can accept the truth of any proposition; his trained in
telligence works like a piece of mechanism. 'The mind of the
Oriental, on the other hand, like his picturesque streets, is emi
nently wanting in symmetry. His reasoning is of the most slipshod
description. Although the ancient Arabs acquired in a somewhat
higher degree the science of dialectics, their descendants are
singular!y deficient in the logical faculty. They are often incapable
of draWIng the most obvious conclusions from any simple premises
of which they may admit the truth. Endeavor to elicit a plain
st~tement of facts from any ordinary Egyptian. His explanation
wIll generally be lengthy, and wanting in lucidity. He will probably
contradict himself half-a-dozen times before he has finished his
story. He will often break down under the mildest process of
cross-examination.

Orientals or Arabs are thereafter shown to be gullible, "devoid of
ener~y and initiative," much given to "fulsome flattery," intrigue,
cunnIng, and unkindness to animals; Orientals cannot walk on
either a road or a pavement (their disordered minds fail to under
stand what the clever European grasps immediately, that roads and

avements are made for walking); Orientals are inveterate liars,
fhey are "lethargic and suspicious," and in everything oppose the
clarity, directness, and nobility of the Anglo-Saxon race.6

Cromer makes no effort to conceal that Orientals for him were
always and only the human material he governed in British colonies.
"As I am only a diplomatist and a.n admi~istrator, who~e pr?pe~

study is also man, but from the POInt of VIew of governIng hIm,
Cromer says, "... I content myself with noting the fact ~hat

somehow or other the Oriental generally acts, speaks, and thInks
in a manner exactly opposite to the European."7 Cromer's descrip
tions are of course based partly on direct observation, yet here and
there he refers to orthodox Orientalist authorities (in particular
Ernest Renan and Constantin de Volney) to support his views. To
these authorities he also defers when it comes to explaining why
Orientals are the way they are. He has no doubt that any knowled~e

of the Oriental will confirm his views, which, to judge from hIS
description of the Egyptian breaking under cross-exa~ination, find
the Oriental to be guilty. The crime was that the Onental was an
Oriental, and it is an accurate sign of how commonly acceptable
such a tautology was that it could be written without eve~ ~n appeal
to European logic or symmetry of mind. Thus an~ deViation .from
what were considered the norms of Oriental behaVIOr was believed
to be unnatural; Cromer's last annual report from Egypt conse
quently proclaimed Egyptian nationalism t? b~ an "entirely ~~vel

idea" and "a plant of exotic rather than of IndIgenous growth..
We would be wrong, I think, to underestimate the reserVOir of

accredited knowledge, the codes of Orientalist orthodoxy, to which
Cromer and Balfour refer everywhere in their writing and in their
public policy. To say simply that Orientalism .was a rat.ionaliz~tion

of colonial rule is to ignore the extent to WhICh colomal rule was
justified in advance by Orientalis~, rathe~ than af~er t~e fact. Men
have always divided the world up Into regIOns haVIng eIther real. or
imagined distinction from each other. The absolute demarcatI?n
between East and West, which Balfour and Cromer accept wIth
such complacency, had been years, even centuries, ~n the making.
There were of course innumerable voyages of dIscovery; there
were contacts through trade and war. But more than this, since the
middle of the eighteenth century there had been two principal ~le

ments in the relation between East and West. One was a groWIng
systematic knowledge in Europe about the Orient, kn~wledge re~n

forced by the colonial encounter as well as by the WIdespread In-
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terest in the alien and unusual, exploited by the developing sciences
of ethnology, comparative anatomy, philology, and history; further
~ore, to this systematic knowledge was added a sizable body of
hterature produced by novelists, poets, translators, and gifted
travelers. The other feature of Oriental-European relations was that
Europe was always in a position of strength, not to say domination.
There is no way of putting this euphemistically. True, the relation
ship of strong to weak could be disguised or mitigated, as when
Balfour acknowledged the "greatness" of Oriental civilizations. But
the essential relationship, on political, cultural, and even religious
grounds, was seen-in the West, which is what concerns us here
to be one between a strong and a weak partner.

Many terms were used to express the relation: Balfour and
Cromet, typically, used several. The Oriental is irrational, depraved
(fallen), childlike, "different"; thus the European is rational,
virtuous, mature, "normal." But the way of enlivening the relation
ship was everywhere to stress the fact that the Oriental lived in a
different but thoroughly organized world of his own, a world with
its own national, cultural, and epistemological boundaries and
principles of internal coherence. Yet what gave the Oriental's world
its intelligibility and identity was not the result of his own efforts
but rather the whole complex series of knowledgeable manipula
tions by which the Orient was identified by the West. Thus the two
features of cultural relationship I have been discussing come to
gether. Knowledge of the Orient, because generated out of strength,
in a sense creates the Orient, the Oriental, and his world. In
Cromer's and Balfour's language the Oriental is depicted as some
thing one judges (as in a court of law), something one studies and
depicts (as in a curriculum), something one disciplines (as in a
school or prison), something one illustrates (as in a zoological
manual). The point is that in each of these cases the Oriental is
contained and represented by dominating frl,lmeworks. Where do
these come from?

Cultural strength is not something we can discuss very easily
and one of the purposes of the present work is to illustrate, analyze,
and reflect upon Orientalism as an exercise of cultural strength.
In other words, it is better not to risk generalizations about so
vague and yet so important a notion as cultural strength until a
good deal of material has been analyzed first. But at the outset one
can say that so far as the West was concerned during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, an assumption had been made that the

Orient and everything in it was, if not patently inferior to, then in
need of corrective study by the West. The Orient was viewed as
if framed by the classroom, the criminal court, the prison, the
illustrated manual. Orientalism, then, is knowledge of the Orient
that places things Oriental in class, court, prison, or manual for
scrutiny, study, judgment, discipline, or governing.

During the early years of the twentieth century, men like Balfour
and Cromer could say what they said, in the way they did, because
a still earlier tradition of Orientalism than the nineteenth-century
one provided them with a vocabulary, imagery, rhetoric, and
figures with which to say it. Yet Orientalism reinforced, and was
reinforced by, the certain knowledge that Europe or the West
literally commanded the vastly greater part of the earth's surface.
The period of immense advance in the institutions and content of
Orientalism coincides exactly with the period of unparalleled Euro
pean expansion; from 1815 to 1914 European direct colonial
dominion expanded from about 35 percent of the earth's surface
to about 85 percent of it.9 Every continent was affected, none more
so than Africa and Asia. The two greatest empires were the British
and the French; allies and partners in some things, in others they
were hostile rivals. In the Orient, from the eastern shores of the
Mediterranean to Indochina and Malaya, their colonial possessions
and imperial spheres of influence were adjacent, frequently over
lapped, often were fought over. But it was in the Near Orient, the
lands of the Arab Near East, where Islam was supposed to define
cultural and racial characteristics, that the British and the French
encountered each other and "the Orient" with the greatest intensity,
familiarity, and complexity. For much of the nineteenth century, as
Lord Salisbury put it in 1881, their common view of the Orient 'Yas

intricately problematic: "When you have got a ... faithful ally who
is bent on meddling in a country in which you are deeply interested
-you have three courses open to you. You may renounce-or
monopolize-or share. Renouncing would have been to place the
French across our road to India. Monopolizing would have.been

. I d h "10very near the nsk of war. So we reso ve to s ~re. .
And share they did, in ways that we shall mvestlgate presentl~.

What they shared, however, was not only land or rrofit ~r rul~; It
was the kind of intellectual power I have been callmg Onentahsm.
In a sense Orientalism was a library or archive of information
commonly and, in some of its aspects, unanimously held. W?at
bound the archive together was a family of ideasll and a unifymg

....
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set of values proven in various ways to be effective. These ideas ex
plained the behavior of Orientals; they supplied Orientals with a
mentality, a genealogy, an atmosphere; most important, they
allowed Europeans to deal with and even to see Orientals as a
phenomenon possessing regular characteristics. But like any set of
durable ideas, Orientalist notions influenced the people who were
called Orientals as well as those called Occidental, European, or
Western; in short, Orientalism is better grasped as a set of con
straints upon and limitations of thought than it is simply as a posi
tive doctrine. If the essence of Orientalism is the ineradicable dis
tinction between Western superiority and Oriental inferiority, then
we must be prepared to note how in its development and subsequent
history Orientalism deepened and even hardened the distinction.
When it became common practice during the nineteenth century
for Britain to retire its administrators from India and elsewhere
once they had reached the age of fifty-five, then a further refinement
in Orientalism had been achieved; no Oriental was ever allowed to
see a Westerner as he aged and degenerated, just as no Westerner
needed ever to see himself, mirrored in the eyes of the subject race,
as anything but a vigorous, rational, ever-alert young RajP

Orientalist ideas took a number of different forms during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. First of all, in Europe there was
a vast literature about the Orient inherited from the European past.
What is distinctive about the late eighteenth lind early nineteenth
centuries, which is where this study assumes modern Orientalism to
have begun, is that an Oriental renaissance took place, as Edgar
Quinet phrased it. 13 Suddenly it seemed to a wide variety of thinkers,
politicians, and artists that a new awareness of the Orient, which
extended from China to the Mediterranean, had arisen. This aware
ness was partly the result of newly discovered and translated
Oriental texts in languages like Sanskrit, Zend, and Arabic; it was
also the result of a newly perceived relationship between the Orient
and the West. For my purposes here, the keynote of the relationship
was set for the Near East and Europe by the Napoleonic invasion
of Egypt in 1798, an invasion which was in many ways the very
model of a truly scientific appropriation of one culture by another,
apparently stronger one. For with Napoleon's occupation of Egypt
processes were set in motion between East and West that still
dominate our contemporary cultural and political perspectives. And
the Napoleonic expedition, with its great collective monument of
erudition, the Description de l'Egypte, provided a scene or setting

for Orientalism, since Egypt and subsequently the other Islamic
lands were viewed as the live province, the laboratory, the theater
of effective Western knowledge about the Orient. I shall return to
the Napoleonic adventure a little later.

With such experiences as Napoleon's the Orient as a body of
knowledge in the West was modernized, and this is a second form
in which nineteenth- and twentieth-century Orientalism existed.
From the outset of the period I shall be examining there was every
where amongst Orientalists the ambition to formulate their dis
coveries, experiences, and insights suitably in modern terms, to put
ideas about the Orient in very close touch with modern realities.
Renan's linguistic investigations of Semitic in 1848, for example,
were couched in a style that drew heavily for its authority upon
contemporary comparative grammar, comparative anatomy, and
racial theory; these lent his Orientalism prestige and-the other side
of the coin-made Orientalism vulnerable, as it has been ever since,
to modish as well as seriously influential currents of thought in the
West. Orientalism has been subjected to imperialism, positivism,
utopianism, historicism, Darwinism, racism, Freudianism, Marxism,
Spenglerism. But Orientalism, like many of the natural and social
sciences, has had "paradigms" of research, its own learned societies,
its own Establishment. During the nineteenth century the field in
creased enormously in prestige, as did also the reputation and
influence of such institutions as the Societe asiatique, the Royal
Asiatic Society, the Deutsche MorgenUindische Gesellschaft, and
the American Oriental Society. With the growth of these societies
went also an increase, all across Europe, in the number of professor
ships in Oriental studies; consequently there was an expansion in
the available means for disseminating Orientalism. Orient~list

periodicals, beginning with the Fundgraben des Orients (1809),
multiplied the quantity of knowledge as well as the number of
specialties.

Yet little of this activity and very few of these institutions existed
and flourished freely, for in a third form in which it existed,
Orientalism imposed limits upon thought about the Orient. Even
the most imaginative writers of an age, men like Flaubert, Nerval,
or Scott, were constrained in what they could either experience of
or say about the Orient. For Orientalism was ultimately a political
vision of reality whose structure promoted the difference between
the familiar (Europe, the West, "us") and the strange (the Orient,
the East, "them"). This vision in a sense created and then served



the two worlds thus conceived. Orientals lived in their world, "we"
lived in ours. The vision and material reality propped each other
up, kept each other going. A certain freedom of intercourse was
always the Westerner's privilege; because his was the stronger cul
ture, he could penetrate, he could wrestle with, he could give shape
and meaning to the great Asiatic mystery, as Disraeli once called it.
Yet what has, I think, been previously overlooked is the constricted
vocabulary of such a privilege, and the comparative limitations of
such a vision. My argument takes it that the Orientalist reality is
both antihuman and persistent. Its scope, as much as its institutions
and all-pervasive influence, lasts up to the present.

But how did and does Orientalism work? How can one describe
it all together as a historical phenomenon, a way of thought, a
contemporary problem, and a material reality? Consider Cromer
again, an accomplished technician of empire but also a beneficiary
of Orientalism. He can furnish us with a rudimentary answer. In
"The Government of Subject Races" he wrestles with the problem
of how Britain, a nation of individuals, is to administer a wide-flung
empire according to a number of central principles. He contrasts
the "local agent," who has both a specialist's knowledge of the
native and an Anglo-Saxon individuality, with the central authority
at home in London. The former may "treat subjects of local
interest in a manner calculated to damage, or even to jeopardize,
Imperial interests. The central authority is in, a position to obviate
any danger arising from this cause." Why? Because this authority
can 'iensure the harmonious working of the different parts of the
machine" and "should endeavour, so far as is possible, to realise
the circumstances attendant on the government of the depend
ency."14 The language is vague and unattractive, but the point is
not hard to grasp. Cromer envisions a seat of power in the West,
and radiating out from it towards the East a great embracing
machine, sustaining the central authority yet commanded by it.
What the machine's branches feed into it in the East-human
material, material wealth, knowledge, what have you-is processed
by the machine, then converted into more power. The specialist does
the immediate translation of mere Oriental matter into useful sub
stance: the Oriental becomes, for example, a subject race, an
example of an "Oriental" mentality, all for the enhancement of the
"authority" at home. "Local interests" are Orientalist special in
terests, the "central authority" is the general interest of the imperial
society as a whole. What Cromer quite accurately sees is the man-

agement of knowledge by society, the fact that knowledge-no
matter how special-is regulated first by the local concerns of a
specialist, later by the general concerns of a social system of
authority. The interplay between local and central interests is intri
cate, but by no means indiscriminate.

In Cromer's own case as an imperial administrator the "proper
study is also man," he says. When Pope proclaimed the proper
study of mankind to be man, he meant all men, including "the poor
Indian"; whereas Cromer's "also" reminds us that certain men, such
as Orientals, can be singled out as the subject for proper study. The
proper study-in this sense-of Orientals is Orientalism, properly
separate from other forms of knowledge, but finally useful (because
finite) for the material and social reality enclosing all knowledge
at any time, supporting knowledge, providing it with uses. An order
of sovereignty is set up from East to West, a mock chain of being
whose clearest form was given once by Kipling:

Mule, horse, elephant, or bullock, he obeys his driver, and the
driver his sergeant, and the sergeant his lieutenant, and the lieu
tenant his captain, and the captain his major, and the major his
colonel, and the colonel his brigadier commanding three regiments,
and the brigadier his general, who obeys the Viceroy, who is the
servant of the Empress.15

As deeply forged as is this monstrous chain of command, as strongly
managed as is Cromer's "harmonious working," Orientalism can
also express the strength of the West and the Orient's weakness-as
seen by the West. Such strength and such weakness are as intrinsic
to Orientalism as they are to any view that divides the world into
large general divisions, entities that coexist in a state of tension
produced by what is believed to be radical difference. ,

For that is the main intellectual issue raised by Orientalism. Can
one divide human reality, as indeed human reality seems to be
genuinely divided, into clearly different cultures, histories, tradi
tions, societies, even races, and survive the consequences humanly?
By surviving the consequences humanly, I mean to ask whether
there is any way of avoiding the hostility expressed by the division,
say, of men into "us" (Westerners) and "they" (Orientals). For
such divisions are generalities whose use historically and actually
has been to press the importance of the distinction between some
men and some other men, usually towards not especially admirable
ends. When one uses categories like Oriental and Western as both
the starting and the end points of analysis, research, public policy
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(as the categories were used by Balfour and Cromer), the result is
usually to polarize the distinction-the Oriental becomes more
Oriental, the Westerner more Western-and limit the human en
counter between different cultures, traditions, and societies. In
short, from its earliest modern history to the present, Orientalism
as a form of thought for dealing with the foreign has typically shown
the altogether regrettable tendency of any knowledge based on such
hard-and-fast distinctions as "East" and "West": to channel thought
into a West or an East compartment. Because this tendency is right
at the center of Orientalist theory, practice, and values found in the
West, the sense of Western power over the Orient is taken for
granted as having the status of scientific truth.

A contemporary illustration or two should clarify this observa
tion perfectly. It is natural for men in power to survey from time to
time the world with which they must deal. Balfour did it frequently.
Our contemporary Henry Kissinger does it also, rarely with more
express frankness than in his essay "Domestic Structure and Foreign
Policy." The drama he depicts is a real one, in which the United
States must manage its behavior in the world under the pressures
of domestic forces on the one hand and of foreign realities on the
other. Kissinger's discourse must for that reason alone establish a
polarity between the United States and the world; in addition, of
course, he speaks consciously as an authoritative voice for the major
Western power, whose recent history and p~esent reality have
placed it before a world that does not easily accept its power and
dominance. Kissinger feels that the United States can deal less
problematically with the industrial, developed West than it can
with the developing world. Again, the contemporary actuality of
relations between the United States and the so-called Third World
(which includes China, Indochina, the Near East, Africa, and
Latin America) is manifestly a thorny set of problems, which even
Kissinger cannot hide.

Kissinger's method in the essay proceeds according to what
linguists call binary opposition: that is, he shows that there are two
styles in foreign policy (the prophetic and the political), two types
of technique, two periods, and so forth. When at the end of the
historical part of his argument he is brought face to face with the
contemporary world, he divides it accordingly into two halves, the
developed and the developing countries. The first half, which is the
West, "is deeply committed to the notion that the real world is
external to the observer, that knowledge consists of recording and
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classifying data-the more accurately the better." Kissinger's proof
for this is the Newtonian revolution, which has not taken place in
the developing world: "Cultures which escaped the early impact of
Newtonian thinking have retained the essentially pre-Newtonian
view that the real world is almost completely internal to the ob
server." Consequently, he adds, "empirical reality has a much

. different significance for many of the new countries than for the
West because in a certain sense they never went through the process
of discovering it. "16

Unlike Cromer, Kissinger does not need to quote Sir Alfred Lyall
on the Oriental's inability to be accurate; the point he makes is
sufficiently unarguable to require no special validation. We had our
Newtonian revolution; they didn't. As thinkers we are better off
than they are. Good: the lines are drawn in much the same way,
finally, as Balfour and Cromer drew them. Yet sixty or more years
have intervened between Kissinger and the British imperialists.
Numerous wars and revolutions have proved conclusively that the
pre-Newtonian prophetic style, which Kissinger associates both
with "inaccurate" developing countries and with Europe before the
Congress of Vienna, is not entirely without its successes. Again
unlike Balfour and Cromer, Kissinger therefore feels obliged to
respect this pre-Newtonian perspective, since "it offers great flexi
bility with respect to the contemporary revolutionary turmoil."
Thus the duty of men in the post-Newtonian (real) world is to
"construct an international order before a crisis imposes it as a
necessity": in other words, we must still find a way by which the
developing world can be contained. Is this not similar to Cromer's
vision of a harmoniously working machine designed ultimately to
benefit some central authority, which opposes the developing world?

Kissinger may not have known on what fund of pedigreed knowl
edge he was drawing when he cut the world up into pre-Newtonian
and post-Newtonian conceptions of reality. But his distinction is
identical with the orthodox one made by Orientalists, who separate
Orientals from Westerners. And like Orientalism's distinction
Kissinger's is not value-free, despite the apparent neutrality of his
tone. Thus such words as "prophetic," "accuracy," "internal,"
"empirical reality," and "order" are scattered throughout his de
scription, and they characterize either attractive, familiar, desirable
virtues or menacing, peculiar, disorderly defects. Both the tradi
tional Orientalist, as we shall see, and Kissinger conceive of the
difference between cultures, first, as creating a battlefront that
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separates them, and second, as inviting the West to control, con
tain, and otherwise govern (through superior knowledge and ac
commodating power) the Other. With what effect and at what con
siderable expense such militant divisions have been maintained, no
one at present needs to be reminded.

Another illustration dovetails neatly-perhaps too neatly-with
Kissinger's analysis. In its February 1972 issue, the American
Journal of Psychiatry printed an essay by Harold W. Glidden, who
is identified as a retired member of the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research, United States Department of State; the essay's title ("The
Arab World"), its tone, and its content argue a highly characteristic
Orientalist bent of mind. Thus for his four-page, double-columned
psychological portrait of over 100 million people, considered for a
period of 1,300 years, Glidden cites exactly four sources for his
views: a recent book on Tripoli, one issue of the Egyptian news
paper Al-Ahram, the periodical Oriente Moderno, and a book by
Majid Khadduri, a well-known Orientalist. The article itself pur
ports to uncover "the inner workings of Arab behavior," which
from our point of view is "aberrant" but for Arabs is "normal."
After this auspicious start, we are told that Arabs stress conformity;
that Arabs inhabit a shame culture whose "prestige system" involves
the ability to attract followers and clients (as an aside we are told
that "Arab society is and always has been based on a system of
client-patron relationships"); that Arabs can fu.nction only in con
flict situations; that prestige is based solely on the ability to
dominate others; that a shame culture-and therefore Islam itself
-makes a virtue of revenge (here Glidden triumphantly cites the
June 29, 1970 Ahram to show that "in 1969 [in Egypt] in 1070
cases of murder where the perpetrators were apprehended, it was
found that 20 percent of the murders were based on a desire to wipe
out shame, 30 percent on a desire to satisfy real or imaginary
wrongs, and 31 percent on a desire for blood revenge"); that if
from a Western point of view "the only rational thing for the Arabs
to do is to make peace . . . for the Arabs the situation is not
governed by this kind of logic, for objectivity is not a value in the
Arab system."

Glidden continues, now more enthusiastically: "it is a notable
fact that while the Arab value system demands absolute solidarity
within the group, it at the same time encourages among its members
a kind of rivalry that is destructive of that very solidarity"; in Arab
society only "success counts" and "the end justifies the means";

Arabs live "naturally" in a world "characterized by anxiety ex
pressed in generalized suspicion and distrust, which has been
labelled free-floating hostility"; "the art of subterfuge is highly devel
oped in Arab life, as well as in Islam itself"; the Arab need for
vengeance overrides everything, otherwise the Arab would feel
"ego-destroying" shame. Therefore, if "Westerners consider peace
to be high on the scale of values" and if "we have a highly devel
oped consciousness of the value of time," this is not true of Arabs.
"In fact," we are told, "in Arab tribal society (where Arab values
originated), strife, not peace, was the normal state of affairs because
raiding was one of the two main supports of the economy." The
purpose of this learned disquisition is merely to show how on the
Western and Oriental scale of values "the relative position of the
elements is quite different." QED.l7

This is the apogee of Orientalist confidence. No merely asserted
generality is denied the dignity of truth; no theoretical list of
Oriental attributes is without application to the. behavior of
Orientals in the real world. On the one hand there are Westerners,
and on the other there are Arab-Orientals; the former are (in no
particular order) rational, peaceful, liberal, logical, capable of
holding real values, without natural suspicion; the latter are none
of these things. Out of what collective and yet particularized view
of the Orient do these statements emerge? What specialized skills,
what imaginative pressures, what institutions and traditions, what
cultural forces produce such similarity in the descriptions of the
Orient to be found in Cromer, Balfour, and our contemporary
statesmen?

II
Imaginative Geography and

Its Representations:
Orientalizing the Oriental

Strictly speaking, Orientalism is a field of learned study. In the
Christian West, Orientalism is considered to have commenced
its formal existence with the decision of the Church Council of




